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BCTo Receive $700,000 NEH Challenge Grant
byLisfHSergi
jThis fall, the Boston College
Development Office will receive
final notification on its application
for a $700,000 challenge grant
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH) which will
be marked for renovation of Bapst
Library. BC's grant applicationhas
already been endorsed by the
Coucil for the NEH, and final
approval
hinges
upon
Congressional appropriation of
federal funds, which will be determined sometime after the beginning of the Congressional fiscal year
(October 1).
In addition, the Development
Office has received final notification oh two other large grants, one
of $300,000 from the Dane Foundation of Connecticut and the
other for $250,000 from the
Kresgee Foundation of
Troy, Michigan.
According to Scan Rush of the
Development Office, it is not
anticipated that BC's application
will encounter any problems with
final approval, as it appears that

the NEH will receive full funding
for the coming year. If the application is okayed BC will have secured
the largest NEH grant in the
history of the university.
The challenge grant program is a
relatively new aspect of the NEH.
Designed to stimulate BC's private
support base, this challenge grant
will require that Boston College
raise $2.1 million in new or
increased gifts, from all sources,
within the next three years. This
means that BC must raise three
dollars from private sources for
each federal dollarof support. The
total grant package, then, amounts
to $2.8 million, three-fourths of
which will have been raised by BC.
The current library improvement plans call for the conversion
of Bapst to a "most used books"facilily, containing approximately
500,000 of the most referred to
publications. In additon, Bapst
will contain an expanded study
area, and a special climatecontrolled environment designed
for old, rare books and collections.
The NEH grant and its matching

funds will probably also be applied
towards the conversion of Bapst's
present cataloging system to one
which is "automated and
integrated."
The Development Office began
to arrange the library renovation
proposal last October, and submitted it to the NEH in January.
Rush, who handled the research
and development of the proposal,
noted, "In a way it was

easy,because we had a very good
case to present. Boston College is
currently under good mangement,
in good financial shape, and has a
healthy admissions picture. We
have a demonstrated need for a
library,and for renovation of
Bapst."
Rush is very optomistic about
BC's ability to raise the $2.1
million in matching funds. The
Development Office, he asserted,

has spent the summer gearing up
for a massive appeal, especially to
alumni, for new and increased contributions. The literature of the
campaign has been labeled "The
Year of the Challenge."
The NEH grant is not the only
contribution which will require a
strong effort to raise matching
funds
The Dana grant, ear-marked for
continued on page /S,

Dorm Drinking Rules Revised
by BarbJuhas

years of age or older is guaranteed Agreement were more strict than
Last April, a revision to the Resithe right to consume alcohol at the recommendations made by the
dent Agreement made as a result of Boston College, regardless of advisory group he was a part of.
the hike in the Massachusetts where he or she may live on
As of April 16, 1979, the condidrinking age (from 18 to 20) campus.
for residency for dorms on
tions
included a new rule prohibiting the
UGBC President Dan Cotter had
consumption ofalcohol in any dor- at first given his approval to the Upper Campus, Newton Campus,
South
mitory room or area. This rule revisions made in April when he College Road, St. Gabriel's,
applied to students over 20, as well was a member of an advisory Street and Pine Manor had
as under 20, living in a dorm.
group that indirectly helped to for- stipulated that there be no
Through the efforts of UGBC and mulate the revisions. Cotter soon alcoholic beverages present in any
President Dan Cotter, the Resident disclaimed having a role in the room where any resident is under
Agreement was again revised in revising process after realizing that 20. This meant that a 20 year old
June so that now any student 20 the new clauses in the Resident student with an undergraduate
roommate would be unable to
drink in any of these dormitory
areas. Also, gatherings of 15 people or more had to be registered
with the Housing office.

Students Return to See Construction?s Impact
Theater Delayed

Part of Garage to Open on Sept. 15
"by Lisa Sergi

By the latest estimations, Boston
College's new 429 car parking garage will be complete by October
1. The first two floors will be ready
for use by September 15. Will there

be enough parking space on campus
to accomdate both resident and
commuter automobilesbetween the
opening of school and September
15? "I honestly don't know the
answer to that question, and won't
until school actually opens," said
BC Police Chief Kenneth L. Watson
last week. "But I doubt that there
will be enoughspace."
In anticipation of the very difficult situation ahead, the BC Police
have taken several steps to mitigate
the problem. The Security Department is currently in the process of
hiring 14 or 15 new parking atten-

%

dants. Six or seven of these new
attendants will begin training this
week, working one to one with
veteran BC police.
On Thursday and Friday of this
week, and part of next week, more
police than usual will be on duty all
day long. "Admittedly, these extra
police and attendants won't increase
the number of parking spaces," said
Watson. But when people can't find
spaces, they'll be driving around or
parking illegally, and the extra men
will at least be able to keep the traffic flowing."
Approximately 100 supplementary parking spaces at St. John's
Seminary and 50 extra spaces at St.
Gabe's have been secured. Watson
has also been in contact with
authorities at the Beaver Country
continued on page 18

II progress continues smoothly on the new garage, cars should be
able to use the lower levels of th« building by the middle of this
month, (photo by Tom Schneitf t)

bv Karen Shire
Construction has commenced
for two of BC's proposed four new
buildings. The parking garage,
although two weeks behind
schedule, will have two levels
finished by the first football game
on September 15. The dormitory is
right on schedule, with the foundation nearly complete at this date.
As late as last June, it was thought
that groundbreaking for the new
theatre would be this fall, but
designs for the theatre are still
over-budgeted, according to
Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella.Library construcion is
still slated for next spring.
Theater
The architects for the new
theatre have spent nearly two and a
half years designing the building.
When cost estimates were compiled during June and July of this
year, it was found that the cost
was, according to Campanella,
"above what we had expected by a
significant amount." Campanella
said that since then "we have been
talking about redesigning portions
of the building with the architect
and that's about where it stands
right now."
Campanella would not disclose
ihow much of a difference was
involved between the University's
total project cost estimate of $4
million and the design cost
estimates, but would say that "the
design as it exists right now is over
budget, over what we think we cna
afford for the theatre." To try and
reduce the total cost ofthe theatre,
Campanella said "we're in the
process of changing the design,
modifying it, maybe less space,
maybe reducing some ofthe things
we can change without seriously
modifying the nature of the
building."

Campanella is not worriedabout

how much construction time will
be lost while trying to reduce the
cost. "Time is not a tremendous
problem," he said; because we
probably couldn't seriously get
into the ground until next spring
anyway.
The major question to be
answered in the upcoming
redesigning of the theatre is
whether the cost of the building
can be significantly reduced
without severly altering the design
ofthe building. When queried as to
the possibility of reducing the cost
of the facility was possible while
maintaining the integrity of the
building Campanella replied
"that's a question lots of different
people have different opinions on
at this point. We've got to do some
more work before we can answer
that question."
N

The new revisions made in June
limit the consumption of alcohol in
these residence areas to the student's dorm room, with the door
kept closed.
The requirements for party
registration have also been altered.
Now, gatherings of 25 people or
more must be registered with Housing. Any student 20 or older is eligible to register a party where alcohol
will be present, as long as he or she
is willing to assume responsibility
for it. This entails keeping the party
continued on page 22

Library

A year ago, Father Monan
speculated that construction ofthe
library would begin by this
September. According to Campanella, however, "we spent a lot
of time on the development of the
new library...more than we had
anticipated...but the design is
pretty well set at this time...it is
three to six months later than we
had anticipated last fall." The
Architects Collaborative (TAC) is
at this time working on construction drawings. Bids will be taken
sometime in November and construction will begin sometime next
spring.
Campanella approximated the
total project cost, which includes
site work and the quadrangle, at
$15 million. Last June Financial
Vice President John Smith
estimated the construction cost af
$13 million. Campanella said that
since then it was decided to
increase the basement area of the
continued on page 21

UGBC president Dan Cotter
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EVENTS

Tuesday

small groups with faculty

dent Lounge.

Programs within the School of

events compiled by
eileen pearson
events deadline is
spm Thursday

- 3:00 p.m. Pre-MBA

2:00 p.m.

p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Come sail Advisors. Assistants will announce Meeting. What is the best preparaEducation. Short presentations on 6:30
tion for an MBA program? What
the various minors and their course away on the Boston Harbor Cruise. rooms.
1:00 p.m. Inter- alternative MBA programs exist?
The cruise leaves from Long Wharf 10:00 a.m.
offerings in the School of Educa-

for picturesque sunset cruise with
tion. Rooms as assigned.
10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. School of music by a super party group.
Watch for ticket sales on campus.
Management Faculty Advisor Sesby UGBC.
Sponsored
Groups
sion.
Freshmen
Assistant
11:00
a.m.
Departmen9:00 a.m.
7:30
10:00 p.m. Interp.m.
faculty
with
their
tal'meetings? Assistants will meet informally
advisors. Locations to be national Student Social. McGuinn
announce rooms.
3rd Floor Lounge.
9:00a.m.
4:00 p.m. Financial announced.
1:00 a.m. Donna
Clearance begins. All students 11:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m. School of 9:00 p.m.
The B.C. Rat is
Summer
look
out!
Faculty
Advisement.
by
Education
must pick up their TAC card
Friday, September 14. St. Thomas Freshmen and Transfer Students transformed into an image ofswirlmeet with their Faculty Advisors. ing lights and pounding music.
More Mall 211.
Great Disco! sponsored by UGBC.
9:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m. Tours of Assistants will announcerooms.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Advanced Lyons Cafeteria.
Bapst Library. Brief introduction to
the library. Meet at reference desk; Placement Students Meeting in
McGuinn Auditorium.
tours begin every 20 minutes.
9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. "Getting the 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. School of
Goods moves to McElroy Lounge. Management Faculty Advisement
Session for Transfer Students.
See Sunday Schedule.
9:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. Transfer Information and discussion about
Drop-In Center. Information for majors, course planning, and 8:00 a.m. R.N.s meet faculty
all transfer sutdents regarding Arts career objectives. Location to be advisors in announced rooms.
announced.
and Sciences' courses (core, elecCushing Hall.
?tives). McGuinn 106.
11:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Transfer 9:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m. Registration
10:00 a.m. Infor9:00 a.m.
faculty for all R.N. students and previousStudent Advisement
mational meetings about majors members available in department ly unregistered freshmen. Roberts
sponsored by all Arts and Sciences' offices.
Center.
Departments. Consult your AsssisAfternoon. Boston Day. Assitants 9:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m. Registration
tanl for specific room locations.
and their groups explore selected for all transfer students and
highlights of the Hub, the color, previously unregistered freshmen.
10:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. College of the character and the history that Roberts Center.
4:0(1 p.m. Financial
9:00 a.m.
Arts and Sciences Departmental are Boston.
meetings. Assistants will announce 1:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. School of Clearance. More Hall 211.
rooms.
4:00 p.m. Library
Education Transfer Students meet 9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m. School of with Dr. Edward Smith, Associate Tours. See Tuesday Schedule.
Education Presentation on the Dean of the School of Education 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. "Gettingthe
different majors available within for academic advisement and Goods" (ID cards: 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
the School of Education. Campion academicclearance. Campion 300. only) McElroy Lounge.
Auditorium.
2:00p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Transfer Stu- 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Freshmen
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. Minor Henfs ID pictures. McElroy StuAdvisement - freshmen meet in
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in business? These and other ques-

-

tions will be discussed by Dean
Torbett and members of the
faculty. Fulton 412.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. Speech
Pathology: A special course group
of the speech communication and
Theatre Department. Higgins 304.
3:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m. Pre-Law
Meeting for students interested in
law school - presentation by PreLaw Advisors. McGuinn
Auditorium.
9:00 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. Variety is the
theme when the melodic sounds of
the Didi Stuart Band fill the
Newton Chapel Basement and
hypnotist Guy Anthony changes
the pace with his mystifying and
hilarious group hypnosis. Sponsored by UGBC. Newton Chapel
Basement.
9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. It's a Hoe
Down! Banjo Dan brings his
Department faculty memoers will bluegrass sound to O'Connell.
meet with students interested in
continued on page 22
elective studies in this area. Slides
and demonstrations included.
Gasson 204.
v.
2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. I.D. cards for
Information
for
jobs
listed below
R.N.s in McElroy Lounge.
can be obtained in the Student
p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00
Women!
.Employment Office, Lyons Hall Find out how the Women's
Room 113. This is only a sample of
Resource Center can support you
the listings received by the office
in the discovery of who you are
daily! Please check the employment
board in Lyons Hall for more available
and the choices you can make for
positions.
the future. Women's Resource
Allsron 03355: Part-time Restaurant
Center, McElroy 213.

-

-

-

-

Classifieds
»\u25a0

-

work - prepare mexican food, counter
work. Hours: 11-5, 5-11 (flexible).
Salary is $2.90-3.20 per hr per

_^r -

J-

What are the growing career fields

national Student Orientation.
O'Connell Hall.
11:00 a.m. 11:30 a.m. School of
Management Honors Program.
Interested students are welcome to
attend a presentaiton about all
aspects of the program by Dr.
Ronald Pawliczek, Director. Fulton
20IA.
12:00 p.m. - 12:15 p.m. School of
Nursing Tours (R.N.'s only).
Cushing Hall.
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. Registration
for all freshmen who do not have
complete schedules. Roberts
Center.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. Special
Programs in Speech Communication and Theatre, a presentaiton by
Prof. John Lawton, Department
Chairman, including discussion of
the Dramatic Society and the
Fulton Debating Society. Higgins
304.
1:00 p.m.? 2:00 p.m. Fine Arts

experience.

Kenmore Square 01277: Accounting
Aid do collections, posting calculations. Prefer business or accounting
major. Hours: Monday - Thursday 5-9 at $4 per hr.
Brighton 03289: Nursing Assistants.
Geriatric patient care - transporting,
befriending patients. Hours vary
weekends especially needed. Salary is
$3 per hr.
Lexington 01715: Research Interviewer - Telephone and interview
people about consumer marketing
information. Starting pay is $3 per hr.
Training provided. Many shifts

-

.?

-

Xlo3 UNION STREET AT PICCADILLY SQUARE/NEWTON CENTRE. MA 02159
964-8533

Introduces Back ToSchoolSpecials

J

j

MALE students

i FEMALE students

Now

$12-$l5

$g

-

Telephone customers on delinloan and charge cards. Banking
experience helpful. Hours Monday
tors:

j

xsgi.

$15 $17 50

Newton 74: Babysitting - One ten
year old girl. Hours Mon., Wed.,
Thurs., and some evenings. Salary is
$2 per hr.
Walt ham 02564: Telephone Collec-

i

HAIRCUTS
includes shampoo, cut, styling

|

!

available,

quent

Cambridge 03293: Part-time sales
small specialty women's store. Parttime hours available,salary flexible.
Auburndale 184: Babysitting - nice
house with pool, one child age seven.
Transportation provided. Hours:
Tues. & Thurs. 12:30-5:30, Mon.,
Wed. & Fri. 3:30 5:30. Can split
hours between 2 students Salary is $3
per hr.
Anxiety is normal. Confronted, it can
help you become WHO and WHAT
you want to be. Not confrnted, it can
interfere with your work,
relationships, or general sense of wellbeing. Remove fear and negativity
from your life and begin the process

I

-

j

$10

j

-

Friday. 5-9. Salary $4 per hr.

of self-affirmationand success.
Individual counseling. Fees scaled.
'Group counseling. $8.00 per 2xh hr.
weekly session. Men or women
groups only or mixed groups. Ea.
group limited to 10.
FRESH-SOPH Groups beg. Oct. 2
Dec. 18. Jr.-Sr. Groups beg. Oct. 6
Dec. 20. For further info., interviews,
app'ts., please call: Rene Faraca,
M Fri 332-3735.
DEALSUsed appliances and furniture. Quality oak desks. Modern
refrigerators, washers and stoves.
Mattresses and boxsprings.
DEALS at the corner of Commonwealth Avenue and Washington
Street Wed. Sat. 12-6 p.m. and by

I

--

I
I

Open
Evenings
if,
MoM
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BC?s Tax Form Reveals Salaries
benefits).
they jumped to $80,371 in the
The' Internal Revenue Service
following
year. Accounting fees
In 1977-78, the total number of
recently released to the Heights employees at BC who were paid were $53,508 in 1976-77and 85,621
photocopies of the ta* returns which over $30,000 was 58. In 1976-77, ?in 1977-78.
Boston Collegefiled with the IRS in that figure was 45.
1977 and 1978. The returns, which
The 1976-77 salaries of the five
The forms also list the five
by law are a matter of public record
highest paid persons who performed vice presidents were $53,300 for
because of BC's tax exempt status, professional services for
the. univer- Smith, $47,500 for Campanella,
contain several pages of financial sity.
Under this category, BC $41,000 for Mclntyre, $35,000 for
information about BC, including the reported that it paid $1.7 million in Dwyer, and $30,000 for Duffy.
salaries of the highest paid officers
1977-78 and 1.6 million in 1976-77
The vice president who received
and employees ofthe university.
to the Society of Jesus (The Jesuits) the highest pay raise before the
The' returns, titled Form 990, at Boston College for "ad1977-78 fiscal year was CamReturn of Organization Exempt ministrative and instructional serwhose pay was boosted by
panella,
From Tax," cover fiscal years 1976vice."
$5500 (11.6 percent).
Based on
-77 and 1977-78. BC has not yet
Architectural fees were the next percentages, Dwyer's $5500 raise
filed its Form 990 for fiscal year highest expenditures for
was the highest (12.5 percent).
1978-79.
professional services, totalling Duffy and Mclntyre received pay
return,
According to the 1977-78
$191,261 over the two year period
increases of $2400 and $2900
Vice President for Financial Affairs
covered by the returns. In 1976-77, respectively.
highest
paid
John Smith is the
BC's legal fees were $46,951, while
One interesting fact which is
person at Boston College. He was
paid a salary of $57,000 and an
additional $10,260 was contributed
to his benefit plans.
Next highest is Executive Vice
President Frank Campanella, who
in 1977-78 earned $53,000 plus
Item
1976-77
1977-78~
$9,540 in contributions to his
?\u25a0?mh^\u25a0\u25a0?\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0i \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0hhhvphhhbmm
benefit plans.
Other 1977-78 salaries ofthe top
Fair Market Value of
university officers are as follows:
assets at end of year
121,577,198
125,427,564
Vice President for University Relations James Mclntyre (salary of
$43,900 and $7,900 in benefits);
Investment in non governmental
Vice President and Special Assisat beginning of year
bonds
tant to the President Margaret
8,984,750
7,118,468
Bank Certificates of Deposit
Dwyer (salary of $40,000 and $7,20-0 benefits); and Vice President for
Financial
137,750
1,020,807
Student Affairs Kevin Duffy (salary
138,771
11,795
Foreign
of $32,400 and benefits of $5,832).
925,950
449,653
The 1977-78 990 Form lists
Industrial
Robert Carqyillano, Chairman of
461,000
491,687
Public Utility
the Physics Department, as the non45,900
51,000
Retail Sales
officer receiving the highest salary
6,245
27,406
at Boston College.
He earned
Transportation
$47,889 plus $8,620 in benefits.
9,625,952
10,245,230
Total
Deans Richard Huber(Law School)
and Donald White (Graduate
Investment in corporate
School of Arts and Sciences) both
stocks at beginning of year
4,531,350
4,278,888
earned salaries of $47,200 plus
$8,496 in benefits. Rounding out
60,109,795
60,234,871
Year end total liability
the list of highest-paid non-officer
employees are Law Professor SanOutstanding StudentLoans at
19,534,452
ford Katz ($47,059 plus $8,470 in
17,652,939
end of fiscal year
benefits) and former Dean of the
School of Education Lester
Przewlocki ($46,059 plus $8,470 in
by Patrick Carome

Miscellaneous Data

revealed by Boston College's tax
returns is that university fundraising
efforts apparently spent one dollar
for every two dollars which were
raised during fiscal years 1976-77
and 1977-78.
In 1976-77, BC raised approximately $1.9 million in gross contributions, gifts, and grants. BC
spent $940,000 to raise that amount,
so the real net fundraising income
was just over $1 million. The costs
incurred in BC's fundraising efforts
in 1976-1977 were as follows:

$41,000 for Vice President James
Melntyre's salary, $483,843 for
other salaries, $89,004 for employee
benefit and pension plans, and
$327,668 for all other operation
costs.

In 1977-78, approximately $1.2
million was spent to raise a littleless
than $2.3 million. Making up that
$1.2 million cost were Mclntyre's
salary ($43,900), other salaries
($491,699), employee pension and
benefit plans ($88,713), and other
operating costs ($571,813).

BC?c Income
1976-77

1977-78

$47,410,983

$52,409,589

1,396,459

2,035,226

165,019

167,698

20,162

5,120

2,593,492

4,017,391

5,570,335

5,813,486

State Sources

352,172

426,310

Local Sources

188,241

118,010

Private Sources

1,260,067

522,151

Total

7,370,815

6,879,957

Item
Income from tuition,
fees, sales and
services
Interest income
Dividends
Gross Rents
Income from sale of
assets (proceeds from
the sale of publicly
traded securities)
Project Grants and
Contracts
Federal Sources

Total

$58,960,390

$65,514,981

II-

BC?s Expenditures
Item

1976-77

Scholarships, fellowships

All other salaries
Pension plan
Employee Benefit program

-

2,085,933

2,284,203

28,421,524

29,844,959

1,070,726

1,124,919

3,432,551

3,579,034

Depreciation

2,677,750

2,827,873

Energy and Water

1,935,300

not computed

.Contract Services

654,700

not computed

Other Dorm Operating Costs

708,100

not computed

M

computed

\u25a0 merest paid on university

Other Contract and Grant
Direct Costs

Auxiliary Service, Operating
All other operating costs
Four ot BostonCollege's Vice Presidents whose from upper left) John Smith, Frank Campanella,
salaries are listed on BC's tax form, (clockwise James Mclntyre, andKevin Duffy. (Photo by Mary
O'Keeffe)

1977-78

Total

notcomputed

8>875>627

9,700,328

7,978,681

w 55,812,301

59,325,663

,
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editorial

Commuting At BC
It Takes Effort

Striving Toward A Shared
Community at BC
Community. It's a difficult word to define. At its
essence is the idea of something shared; shared concerns, shared goals, shared feelings of enjoyment and
distress, shared lives.
America in the late '70's is a world of individuals
who seem to have lost their sense of broader goals and
purposes. Boston College is very much a part of that
world.
Boston College lacks community. Beyond the
closea circles of professional and social groupings,
there are few interconecting paths of communication,
few opportunities for common efforts. If today
someone at this university decided to begin a
university-wide campaign to save energy or to control
food waste, or stop vandalism, or to work for any
common and worthwhile goal,he or she would find
that it is nearly impossible to convince a large number
of people to even listen to the plan, let aloneconvince
them to act in accordance with the idea. The boader
causes surely exist, but the lines of communications
are stultified and the ears of the potential listeners are
tuned to more narrow concerns.
This is a very silent, yet distrubing, problem. It
could go on, as it has for some time now. Life will
march'on, one way or the other.
Fortunately, there is a growing wrestlessness at
Boston College, an expanding recognition that
something is wrong at BC and that something should

by Paul Denninger
Today's definition of a complete

be done. This year's undergraduate student governduring
ment has been encouraging this wrestlessness
the summer by it? discussions about establishing a
"community council" comprised of representatives

from BC's many diverse groupings.
Dan Cotter and UGBC have recognized the quiet,
almost invisible problem of non-community at BC,
and their efforts to address this problem are certainly
a look in the right direction. We are not sure if community can be developed from above, and in fact we
are inclined to believe that it can only grow from the
grass roots up. But the "community council" is a
start, if nothing else, and it is far better to start than to
remain empty handed.
Heights have a growing
We at The
awareness that we could stand near the center of a
revitalization of community at BC because we are
already one of BC's few vehicles of communication,
and we have challenged ourselves to attain that goal.
There is always optimism at the start of a new
school year. Now is the time for UGBC, The Heights,
and other student groups and individuals, along with
faculty membersand administrators, to harness that
energy and optimism for the purpose of establishing a
sense of community at BC.
The vagueness of that goal is a measure of the difficulty of the challenge. But few things are more
satisfying than successfully rising to the occasion.

J.P. Stevens and Social Justice
As the J.P. Stevens consumer boycott reaches its
third anniversary, the need to support this struggle

for social justice remains as urgent as it was when the
boycott began. For this industry in the Carolinas, the

second largest textile corporation in the U.S.. with 85
plants and 44,000 employees, has repeatedly been
found guilty of violating labor laws and of violating
the NationalLabor Relations Act fifteen times - more
than any other company in American history.
Furthermore, J.P. Stevens has been found guilty of
using illegal means to insure themselves against the
unionizing ofthe workers in their plants.
Without union support, the J.P. Stevens workers
receive an average wage structure approximately
$54.67 a week below the national manufacturing
average. This exploits the workers'communities and
enables the company to come out ahead, despite costly penalties for its repeated violations.
The conditions of the workers is also horrendous.
Black lung is a common cause of death among the
workers as the Department of Labor inspectors have
found dust levels in Stevens plants to be three times
the maximumallowed.
J.P. Stevens has also been found guilty in
Roanoke Rapids of discrimination against blacks and
women in hiring, job assignments, layoffs and in

.

wages.
These name just a few of the many ways in which
J.P. Stevens exploits the weakness of the National
Labor Relations Act, which cannot judiciously stop
Stevens' illegal behavior.
Thus, the Stevens workers have turned to
American people, urging them to boycott J.P
\u25a0Stevens products, including sheets, towels, blankets,
table linen, carpets, draperies, and hosiery, under a
number of brand nameV Utica, Mohawk, Simtex,
Tastemaker and Gulistan. It is only through a loss of
money from consumers that J .P Stevens will be
forced to comply with Labor laws to compete financially with the other big textile industries.
B.C.'s summer usage of J P Stevens sheets may
have been a mistake, but it is a mistake that should be
cautiously guarded against in the future. Not only
does such a mistake stand for a lack of
humanitarianism, it defies the very teaching of the
Catholic Church under which this University was
founded. For the Justice and Peace Commissionofthe
Boston Catholic Archdiocese endorsed the boycott in
early June of this year saying that "These practices
not only violate public law: they contradict the
historic teachings of the Church with regard to the
rights of the workers."

..

Welcome to the Mods
There are many places in this world which are
worse to live in than the Mods on lowercampus. This
year, however, the Mods are a somewhat less pleasant
habitat: the edge of the modular village abuts a
massive construction sight which will be a source of
noise, dust, dirt, and ugliness for at least the next 15
months. Some mods were moved onto the backyards
of other mods and some mods no longer have any
backyard except the new dorm's foundation. Well,
construction is something which just has to be
endured.
Something which should never have been endured
was the ineptness demonstratedby Boston College in
preparing the modulars for this year's inhabitants,
easpecially those who came to BC early to serve as
volunteers in the university's orientation programs.
Some mods that sat empty since last June still had

garbage and food in them when their residents

arrived.

Mods which should have been painted

weren't; Mods which needed repairs hadn't been.

Garbage and rotting wood fences were stacked
against the front of all the mods which line the construction site.
But certainly the greatest ineptitude with which BC
welcomed its mod early arrivals was the fact that
locksmiths changed the locks on all the Mods after
many of the orientation volunteers had arrived.
A lot of confusion and inconvinience could have
been avoided if only the housing office had been a little more organized. With the entire summer available,
it shouldn't have taken rriuch.
It cost roughly &1000 per month for six people to
live in a mod. At that price, professionalism should
be expected.
Sometimes its the little things that count.

The Heights strongly encourages its readers to submit letters or
commentary on any subject of significance to the BC community.
Letters should be typed double spaced and signed. Unsigned letters
can only be accepted with permission of the editor. Letters can be
dropped off at any time at the Heights editorial office in McElroy 113.

college education is more than
merely attending classes and
receiving a degree. Today's definition of that education includes the
opportunity to experience and
experiment as much as possible, to
learn as much as possible outside
the classroom as well. One of the
best ways to achieve this is through
the numerous extra curricular
activities on campus.
This all sounds great, but how
does a commuting student put it
into practice. A commuting student who attends a university
whose population is predominantly resident, and whose activities are
geared for residents. The answer is
that too often he or she doesn't.
Resident students dominate
every facet of this university. The
evidence is found everywhere.
Take this newspaper for instance.
Glance over the pages, compare the
number of lines of type, aside from
this commentary, which are
devoted to commuters to the
amount affored residents.
Not one UGBC vice-president or
executive assistant is a commuter.
In fact, there are only 6 commuters
in the entire UGBC cabinet of 50
students, and two of them chair the
Commuter Committee, and they
obviously must be commuters.
Similar patterns can be found in
virtually every student organization on campus.
Why are so few commuters
involved?
The problems are many and
complex, as are the ways to solve
them. Much ofthe problem lies in
the system and structure of BC
itself. One which defies commuters
proper communication with other
segments of the university, and
inhibits their social and cultural
growth. Some ofthe problem also
lies in the commuting population
itself.
But what is important to you as
freshmen is not what the problems
are, rather it is how to overcome, or
at least minimize them. I'd like to
give you some helpful hints as to
how to get what you deserve out of
BC
Spend as much time as possible
on campus during the Orientation
period. Most ofthe events are free
and are a great opportunity to meet
other students in your class. This is
one ofthe most important weeksof
your college career, don't waste it.
Remember, no one else who is
entering us a freshman knows

..

anyone either, and their anxious to
meet

you.

Find out what's going on on
campus by making the most of
your contact with students from
your FA group and classes. There
is usually something going on
every weekend, so find out when
and where the parties are. Believe
me, the drive back to BC is worth
it. Also, read the Heights and other
posters, materials, etc. which are
sent around campus. This will give
you an even better perspective on
what's happening.
Explore. Discover what
extracurricular activities are
available for your involvementand
try to match them with your
interests. It's a way to put your
energies to good use. You'll have
fun, you'll meet people, and you'll
learn a helluva lot.
Do not, I repeat, do not get in
the habit of doing nothing but
going into Lyons cafeteria and
playing cards all day in between
classes. (This may seem foreign to
you now, but once classes begin it
will be all too familiar)Spend your
lime in other places, whether it be
the Plex, the libraries. Eagles Nest,
wherever. Don't be afraid to
expand your circle of friends.
There are 8500 undergraduates at
BC, if you know only 25 or 50
you're cheating yourself.

Finally, be aggressive. Don't be
afraid to ask questions. As a commuter no one is going to come to
you with opportunities. However,
if you lake the lime and effort to be
inquisitive and get out and meet
people, opportunities will arise.
When I first began to get
involved in various activities here,
people were shocked when I told
ihem I was a commuter. I wish I
had a nickel for every time
someone said, "you're a commuter?" No one expects a commuter to get involved. The University has stereotyped commuters as
a largely apathetic group which
comes to class and that's the end of
their contact with BC. It's up to
you to prove them wrong.
If I can be of any assistance, you
can reach me at the UGBC office,
McElroy I 28. GoodLuck.
Paul Denninger is a Senior and
has been a commuter during his J
years at BC. For his first t wo years
he commuted from home (Stowe.
Massachusetts). During his Junior
year Paul lived in an apartment
off-campus in Brookline. He lives
off-campus again this year in
Newton.
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An Administrative ?Who?s Who
Probably BC's most effective and
competent administrator, Campanella's name is usually the focus
of occassionally ugly chants every
December when the university
Board of Trustees vote on his
recommended tuition increase.
The supervisor of BC's other vice
presidents,BC's
superadministrator sits behind a huge
wooden desk and an adjacent computer terminal in his plush office
on the second floor of Botolph
House. (On cold days he burns
firewood in his office fireplace.)
The slick, silver-haired Campanella is the key figure in BC's
long-range planning, including
year.
university budgeting and construction, and he delegatesmany smaller
decisions to his underling
administrators. "I just don't get
down to that level ofdetail" is one
of his more common sayings.
Always practical and almost
always serious, Campanella's
administrative world seems to be
one in which problems are never
solved by perfect solutions, rarely
solved by good solutions, and most
often solved by solutions which are
"least bad."
New
Fr. Joesph Panuska
Academic Vice Presodent. Softspoken and warm-hearted,the new
Rev. J. Donald Monan, BJ.
highest academic officer of the
univerisity is showing signs that he
Rev. J. Donald Monan, S.J.
President. Secluded in his will run a much more open
administrative hide-away of academic administration than his
Botolph House (around the corner predecessor, Fr. Charles Donovan.
from Bapst Library on Old Colony Stepping over to BC from a
Road) or travelling around the Provincial post in the east coast
country for university fundraising Jesuit hierarchy, Panuska is comefforts, the* man who has been mited to upholdingthe Jesuit tradipresident ofBC since 1972is rarely tion of a broad liberal arts educaseen mingling on campus. He has tion. His full title also designates
given up his old, best-known him as Dean of Faculties and thus
trademark his pipe but the emphasizes the fact that his posiusually serious and reserved tion is one of real influence since
expression which always looked all the academic deans at BC must
from behind the pipe has remained answer to him. Keep abreast of
unchanged. Among his hobbies are what goes on in Bourneuf House
golfand photography.
(36 College Road) during the next
A philospher at heart, Monan year, since Fr. Panuska, who has
maintains a "father knows best" his office there, looks like a man of
image, and his strong and often innovation.
unyielding paternalistic hand Kevin Duffy Vice President for
reaches throughout the university Student Affairs. A man who
administration. A powerful seems to try hard to be a realist (as
advocate when he chooses and a
frustratingly stubborn adversary
when he is challenged, Monan has
sat in the university's pilot seat
during the past seven years of
phenomenal growth and expansion
which have brought BC to new
heights of prestige. Fr. Monan
maintains his untarnished image
by using his vice presidents as
shields and workhorses whenever
controversies arise.
Oh, one last point; If you should
ever see our beloved president on
Dean Jack Neuhauser
one of his rare wanderings around
the campus, ask him to slop and opposed to an idealist) in life,
sing a few songs he's got a voice Duffy is in charge of a realm of
thai rivals that of the late Bing different areas which touch stuCrosby.
dents directly? housing, the dean
Dr. Frank B. Campanella
of students office, and the Office
Execututive Vice President.
of Student Programming and
Resources (can you say that?), to
name a few. He is also designated
as the university's mediator
between itself and the surrounding
communities, and the recent flareups with the Allston-Brighton
citizens groups over South Street
dorms, St. Gabriels, and the new
lowercompus construction have all
but completely tied up his
schedule. Not one to give up.
Duffy has now taken to reading
several books on the subject of
time management.
Duffy usually appears more
than ready to bow to his superiors
(Monan and Campanella). and
Dr. Frank Campanella
hence, despite his title, he is not an
by Patrick Carome
Editors Note: Boston college's
administrationis a multi-structural
and often convoluted hierarchy
which baffles even some of the
most seasoned upperclassmen at
Boston College.
There are enough names, titles,
powerflo w charts, and job descriptions to fill a small book.
Nevertheless, the real power and
influence at BC is concentrated in
the hands of a surprisingly small
group of men. The following is
intended to be an introductory
guide to the top administrators
whom you will probably read
about most during the upcoming

?

?

-

administrator who stands up and
fights to advocate student needs
and causes. Duffy, sitting in his
office in Brock House on College
Road, seems a little too removed
fron thereal affairs ofthe students.
John Smith Vice President for
Financial Affairs. A financial wiz
who is credited with transforming
BC's financial situation from chaos
when he came to BC in 1970 to
apparent strength and stability
now, Smith is the highest paid
person at Boston College. As
Chairman of the UniversityBudget
Committee, Smith is immersed in
BC's $72 million overall annual
budget and is also in the news
because of his extensive planning
for the financing of BC's massive
new construction projects (garage,
dorm, and theater). Smith came to
BC from the business, not the
academeic world, and although his
job rarely brings him into contact
woth students, his management of
their, tuition dollars has longlasting effects upon BC and its students.
Dr. John Maquire
Dean of
Admissions, Records and
Freshman Financial Aid.
Maquire is a very aggressive and
energetic administrator who works
extremely hard to convince all BC
that what is good for admissions
isgood for the whole univeristy.
His goal is to see BC attract and
accept the"most qualified" high
?

?

?
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Getting There by ?T?
by Charles D'Atri and Karen Shire
So, you've just gotten your 49th

?

Mr. Dick Collins

Dick Collins Director of Housing. Collins runs one ofBC's most
unwieldly offices. With his boyish
grin, he is the person who is often
left with (or corneredinto) the task
of explaining to students how they
are going to be giyen a raw deal?
e.g. telling them they will be stuck
at Pine Manor or Howard
Johnson's for a year, telling them
the housing waiting list is closed
with over 1000 names on it, or as
might be the case this year, telling
them they have been bumped out
of university housing for a year or
so. Since BC is short on meeting its
Mr. Fred Penino
housing needs no matter how
many dorms it seems to build, the
and face will be in the news for Director of Housing will never be
several years to come. When he's able to be short on one thing:
not out inspecting the construction patience in putting up with a lot of
sights, he is in his office in the Ser- flack. So far Collins has done
vice Building.
alright on that score.
?

The following is a list of other
adminstratorswhose names you
shouldknow:
Dean of the School of Arts and Director of Financial Aid
Thomas O'Malley, Steve Collins
Science
S.J.

-

?

enforces university rules, so the
best advice is to stay out of trouble,
or at least aviod getting caught.
Fred Penino
Director of
Physical Plant With the jowls of
the Deputy Dog cartoon character
and the appearance of a clean-cut
mafia leader, Penino is in fact one
of BC's busiest and hardworking
administrators. He is in charge of
coordinating and overseeing BC's
ongoing construction projects
along with his other tasks of maintaining BC's buildings and
grounds, and therefore his name

?

Dean of the School of Manage- Director of Minority Affairs
Donald Brown
ment Jack Neuhauser
?

Fr. JoesphPanuska
school seniors in the country.
Attaining that goal at this time
means giving more of the available
housing space to freshman, and
that means "bumping"
upperclassmen out of housing
starting next year unless there is
some change of plans. Over the
past year Maguire, who holds a
doctorate in Physics and who is
fascinated by numbers, statistics
and graphs, has been writing a
book focusing on the statistics
which affect college admissions.
From the offices ofthe first floor of
Lyons Hall, he oversees the offices
of the Registrar and Financial Aid
as well as admissions.
Dean
Fr. Edward Hanrahan
of Students. Loved by some, disliked by many. Father Hanrhan is
something of an institution in his
position of chief disciplinary
officer at BC. Nevertheless, while
he may have influence over those
students who get called onto his
carpet, he has far less influence
when it comes to overall university
policies. "Fast Eddy" is
everywhere it seems, or so
everyone says, and he certainly
seems to enjoy the fact that his job
allows him a few of the social
benefits of the BC party curcuit.
You can sometimes see this sly,
almost mysterrious character
riding around on his little yellow
moped. He always remembers a
face and loves to ask questions but
hates to answer them. There have
been recent suggestion of inequity
and unfairness in the way he
?

Dean of the School of Nursing
Mary Dineen

?

Director of Food Services
John Callahan

Dean of the School of Education
Mary Griffin

?

by Don "I thought we were rid of
you" Nathan

All anyone talks about these
first few days of school is
Freshman orientation, of making
things easy for the incoming class,
and insuring that life is generally
wonderful for the college
neophytes. Lord knows it is
needed, but they are not the class
in the most need of help. The
seniors are.
What? you may say. The
Seniors have been through it. all.
they know everything about
everything, they're the fountain of
all things wise and corruptible.
Unfortunately, they are also the
ones who are on the verge of being
kicked out into the world of $9,000
salaries and $50,000 expectations,
with only a BC diploma for
defense.
Thousands of life and/or death
decisions face the Senior. Should I
go to grad school? Should 1 take a
year off to travel? Should I get a
job? Can I get a job?Should I take
the easy way o-ut and win a billion
dollars in a lottery'.' This is what
the Senior faces. Compare this to
what a Freshman faces.

Where do I do my laundry? How
can I pick-up my football season
tickets? What if my ID picture
doesn't look very good? Will my
roommate have a good stereo?
Let's face it, gang, we're talking
Major league versus minor league.
I don't wish to denigrate the
freshman class, it's not that at all.
Some of the nicest first-year students I know are freshmen. But
lhey don't have to. sweat too much
about studying for the GRE's,
pounding out a 15 page term
paper, typing up a resume (or
fabricating a resume, as the case
may be), and -dare I say it - squeezing in a little sleep, all in one night.
College doesn't really prepare you
lor all of this, it sort of fires a
warning shot. Right at the head.
Freshmen have yet another
advantage. For the most part., they
arc 18 or 19 years of age. They can
still get away with various
ne I a rious deeds, shoddy
schoolwork and sundry forms of
manic behavior for no other reason
than "They're Freshmen...they
don't know any better." Poppycock, as our parents say. male
cow feces as we say. Three-fourths
iif this school are former freshmen.

parking ticket and you're so broke
from buying gas that you can't
afford rent or food. Well, don't
despair, the Athens of America has
the answer. Tell your Detroit
monster to kick off because Boston
has the MBTA and this article will
give you a little insight into this
mysterious creature.
You can go just about anywhere
on the "T". It ranges from Quincy
to Maiden and from Revere out to
West Newton. Best of all, it's
cheap. The fares are relatively simple, if you ride the trolley and enter
and leave above ground on the
Green Line, it's 20 cents. If you
ride below ground it's 25 cents.
(There is an additional 25 cent
charge to ride to Quincy on the
Red Line). There is one major
exception to this rule. The riverside
branch of the Green Line costs 75
cents inbound (towards Park
Street) but is only a quarter outbound (going away from Park
Street). Traveling above ground
on the Riverside branch the fare is
50 cents inbound and free outbound.
One of the great things about
riding the T is the absence of
transfer fees. Once you've paid
your way on you can transfer
anywhere among the 4 lines at
specific stops as long as you
remain underground. For example,
say you wanted to go to
Cambridge. You'd take the Boston
College branch of the Green Line to

the Park Street station. Here yo_u
would disembark and follow the
red signs to the Harvard bound
Red Line train. Simple enough?
No, you say? Well, there are maps
at every underground T stop and
most of the major above ground
stops, so make good use of them
when planning your trip.
The Green Line is the life line
from Boston College to the city.
Where you live at BC will basically
decide which branch ofthe Green
Line you'll ride, but let it be known
that the BC branch is the oldest.
Add this to the large amounts of
construction at the BC stop and
you gel one very screwed up line.
Any branch of the Green Line
will take you into the city, but
coming out you have to be careful.
The Green Line splits at Copley
sending the Arborway branch (A)
off towards the Prudential
building, making stops at Prudential, Symphony. Northeastern,
Brigham Circle, Heath and finally
the Arborway.
The rest of the Green Line continues through Copley and
Auditorium until it reaches Knemore where the line splits in three;
the Boston College branch (B), the
Cleveland Circle branch (C), and
the Riverside branch (D). If you
live on Upper Campus, you'll want
to take the Riverside Branch ofthe
Green Line to the Chestnut Hill
stop and walk down Hammond
Street to your dorm.
If you live on South Street.
Newton Campus or on Lower

Campus, usually it would be most
convenient to simply take the
Boston CollegeBranch. The trolley
stops at South Street; Lower
Campus and Newton Campus residents can get off at the end of the
line. However, from around
Septebmer 10 until mid October
the Boston Collegebranch from the
end of the line to Chestnut Hill
Aye. will be shut down because of
construction. A bus will be run
continuously from Chestnut Hill
Aye. to the end of the line but after
taking the bust you still have to
wait for the trolley. It's much easier
to take either the Cleveland Circle
branch to the end ofthe line or the
Riverside branch to the Reservoir
stop and catch the BC bus from
New England Merchants Bank.
Harvard Square, good for day
and nightlife, is accessible by the
continued on page 20

Shire
It is soon approaching your
third night here at Boston College
and you're probably wondering
why you didn't go to Fordham or
some other Jesuit University in a
state where they let you drink
when you're 18.
Well don't despair, The Heights
has a few ideas to keep you
occupied on those long, lonely
nights while you count the days
until your 20th birthday.
If you didn't have the foresight

and we know all about that one.
Seniors, on the other hand, are
mostly 21 years old. Try and pull a
"freshman" antic or stunt, and
down comes the heavy arm of
official disapproval. "You're a
senior...you should know better."
Know better?! About the only
thing most seniorsknow for sure is
the acute feeling of paranoia when
confronted with the question
"What are you doing next year?"
Although this feeling is most
apparent among humanities
majors. SOM students need not
look so smug. Remember that your
first accounting job may only lead
to more accounting.
Freshmen also have lots to look
forward to. Meeting people, making lots of new friends, finding out
new ideas; a whole new world
ready for them Seniors face the
probability of never again seeing
75% of their friends, realizing that
they will never understand Kant.
Einstein or Don Zimmer; and a
whole new world that is neither
ready for them, wants them, or
particularly cares about them.
But we do get to have our
phones installed first!

to obtain a fake ID, it's going to be

tough finding a bar with a policy
for letting peoplein who are under
20. But there are several places
where you can see a good show or
band.
The Charles Playhouse attracts
good comedy acts and hosts variety
shows. From September 7-10 one
of this writer's favorite comedy
acts will be there, the Slap Happy
Music Comedy Variety Show. It
sounds silly but it's really very
funny. On Friday and Monday
there are 8:30 shows. On Saturday
and Sunday there are shows at
7:00 with an extra show at 9:30 on
Saturday night. Tickets for Saturday night are $7.50 and $8.50.
Monday they're $5.50 and $6.60.
The Charles is on Warrenton
Street between the Arlington and
Boylston stops on the green line.
Call 426 -5226 for more info.
The Next Move Theatre on
Boylston Street is another place for
a variety of shows. You can get
there by taking the green line to the
Boylston stop. For performances
and ticket info call 536 -0600.
If you like music, theatre, magic
or mime, or a combination of all of
these you'll like the Modern
Theatre. It attracts alot of good
local* and national acts. The
Theatre is located about 3 blocks
from the Washington stop on the
orange line. The theatre is open
from Thursday night to Sunday
night.
For show info call
426 -8445.
In Cleveland Circle, the Ground
Round has a folk band every nigh!
except for Sundays. The band is
usually poor, the food is greasy but
cheap and if you can't get away
with buying a pitcher of beer, they
have cheap pitchers of soda. The
Ground Round is more of a last
alternative than anything else.

Schnieder)

Sports Around Boston
by James Catapano

After your first couple of weeks

at Boston College, chances are you
may begin to believe that all life
begins and ends within the

hallowed grounds that mark the
BC Campus. Well, believe it or not,
there is life beyjand the "towers of
the Heights", and no more is this
phenomenon evident than in the
area of athletics.
As a city which takes enormous
pride in its sports, Boston is a vir-

Where You Don?t Get Carded
by Karen

The BC trolley stop, currently
underrenovation. (Photo by Tom

Along with the greasy food, the

service is bad. But the place is conveniently close.
The Boston Shakespeare Company will open their season
September 12 with King Lear. Performances are from Wednesday to
Saturdays with tickets priced at
$4.50 and $5.50 The theatre is at
continued on page 16

tual hotbed of recreational,
collegiateand professionalactivity.
Read through the pages of the
Globe someday and you'll find a
living testament to Boston's love
affair with athletics. So important
are sports to theaverage Bostonian,
that the Globe devotes massive
print space to athletic coverage.
Time Magazine has recognized this
and has described the Globe's
sports section as the most comprehensive and well written
of any daily newspaper in the
United States.
So, you may ask, with what does
the Globe manage to fill its pages?
In short, the greater Boston'area is
home to no fewer than five
professional franchises. Two of
these teams, the Patriots and the
Tea Men, have opted for a regional
appeal by adopting the prefix
"New England". On the other
hand, the Red Sox, the Celtics, and
the Bruins have all maintained the

word Boston in their official titles.
While all the teams are popular,
the Red Sox will dominatecampus
conversation for the first few
months of the academic year.
One thing you must learn about
the Sox is that they are perenial
contenders but somehow always
fall short. Last year, Boston was
jolted by the sudden demise ofthe
Sox and watched helplessly as the
Yankees came from way back to
win another devisional title. This
year, the Fenway faithful were
prepared for a final Boston
flourish which would catapult the
locals above the Big Bad Birds of
Baltimore. However, as tradition
would have it, the Sox left friendly
Fenway and penant hopes
vanished with a 2 -7 road trip
against Texas, Kansas City and
Chicago. Quite simply, the
crippled Red Sox don't have the
talent or desire to catch the Orioles
this year.
continued on page 20

Profile: The Class of 83

by Elisa Speranza

This year's freshman class, the
largest at any Catholic College in
the country, represents the end of
an era. The last of the "baby
boom" generation. It is felt by the
admissions office that the application pool has peaked at 12,504.
After this year, there will be a
marked decline in the number of
"available" students, according to
Dean ofFreshman Admissions Dr.
John McGuire. Although this does
not necessarily indicate continually
declining enrollments, Dr.
McGuire predicts a drop.
Aside from being large, the class
of 1983 shows outstanding
academic achievement. A profile
on the class put out in May of this
year shows that four out of five
students for whom rank in class
was available had graduated in the
top one fifth of their class.
Roughly 95% of students enrolled
in the four schools were in the top
two fifths. Because of these high
standards, BC has been considered
lo be in the "highly selective"
admissions category for the last
two years.
Although BC places more
emphasis on high school performance than on SAT scores, this
year's freshmen scored above
average. Their mean scores were
516 verbal and 552 math. The
nationalaverages were 429 and 470

respectively.
Of the roughly 2042 students
enrolled in the class of 1983, about
66% come from the New England
area. There are students from all
over the country and abroad.
About one third of the class are
commuters. Fourty-seven percent
of the students from this year's
freshman class are from
Massachusetts. This represents
21% of the total applicants from
Massachusetts. From New York,
13% of the applicants were

accepted comprising 12% of the
freshman class. Nine percent ofthe
students in the freshman class are
from New Jersey representing 14%
of the total applicants from the
Garden State. Students from
Connecticut make up 12% of the
new class. Fifteen percent of the
total applicants from Connecticut
were accepted.
There are a greater number of
female students, m-iinly because
the schools of Nursing and Education are mostly women.
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UGBC Social Committee Presents

JT

September 9 at Bpm McHugh Forum
Special Guest Stars
The Stompers
and M.C.WBCN's Mark Pareaeau
Tickets $600 with BC ID
Available at BC Ticket Booth

*

Buy Early
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Limited Tickets

BC s Bookstore:
#

Serving All Your Needs
C

Hours For The Opening of Fall 1979

-Monday, Sept. 10 - Tuesday, Sept. 11
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday,
12
9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 13
9:00 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 14
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 1:00p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 15
17
9:00 a.m. - 5:00
Tuesday!
18
9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 19
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
. '2
Thursday, Sept. 20
9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
21
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
22
10:00 a.m. - 1:00p.m.
Regular
hours 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. begin Sept. 24.
Thursday, Sept. 6- Friday,Sept. 7
Saturday, Sept. 8

9:00 a.m. 8:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m.
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Returns

M(JST

RECEIPT.

,

be accompanied by the REG STER

2. Books must be in absolutely new condition free of all
markings with pencil or ink, other than ourprice mark.
3. Returns will be accepted during the first 10 days of the
4

'

rm
*f,
W are

!

he sole ,udge in determ.n.n9 whether books
returned are in new or used condition.
5 Returns are allowed only for a specified length of time at
10 days.
the beginning of each term
6. Tradebooks and special orders are not returnable.
7. Used book» are not returnable.

f

?

How To Find Your Books
of courses for your course and section

1. Consult your registration forms or the schedule

I

numbers.
2. Course books are arranged on the shelves alphabetically by departmental abbreviation and
numerically within each department by course and section numbers. The books for courses in
which the orders were received too late to place them in the correct sequence will be found in
the first aisle to the right as you enter the store marked LA TE SECTION.
3. Each title required or recommended for a course is identified by a corresponding shelflag
which shows the author, title, and publisher ofthe book. It also indicates the department,
course number, professor, and whether the book is required or suggested.
4. Occasionally a book will be acquired in such great quantity that it cannot he placed on the
shelves: in this case the shelf tagfor your book will indicate that the hook is stacked on the
floor and give its location.
5. Please ask the information clerks for additional assistance if you need it.
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Summer Housing Uses Stevens Sheets
by Susan Schaffrick

The J.P. Stevens boycott, a 3year long boycott on all textiles
manufactured by this corporation,
was violated this summer on the
BC campus when J.P. Stevens
sheets were given to the Religious
Education Institute for their six
week stay on campus. Numerous
letters of complaint weresubmitted
to Rev. J. Donald Monan and a
number of the religious persons
refused to use the sheets.
"We were forced to buy 200 sets
of sheets due to a last minute
increase in the number of beds
used," said Dick Collins, Director

of Housing. "J.P. Stevens was the
only brand of sheets we could get
at the last minute."
Collins also said that since the
university only has 1500 sets of
their own sheets for summer use,
that to fill the need, "we either had.
to do without or take what was
available at the time."
Collins stated that before the
complaints were received, he was
unaware that this brand name of
sheets was manufactured by J. P.
Stevens.
"There were a lot of people coming here who needed sheets and
didn't care about the J.P. Stevens

issue anyways," Collins added.
John Beckworth, Director of
Purchasing, stated that "we are not
using J.P. Stevens unless we are
forced to because we can't get
anything else. Our policy is not to
use J.P. Stevens if we can possibly
avoid it. It has nothing to do with
finance."
Collins also stated that despite
the fact that Stevens sheets sell for
nearly half the price, that finance is
not a factor. "Since this was a rush
order, the cost of the Stevens
sheets was similar to a non-rush
order on a regular product," he
said.

Boston College is again using St.
Gabriel's Monastary and Pine
.Manor College as off-campus
dormitories this year. St. Gabriel's
will house 150 co-ed freshmen
and sophomores whilePine Manor
will house 47 female freshmen.
The resident areas are expected to
"break even through the students'
$1,000 room fee, according to
Director of Housing Richard

Collins.

Transportation from St.
themselves on the same peer level Gabriel's to Chestnut Hill will run
as the other students.Cotter from 8 am to 10 am every ten
explained that by this Housing minutes by bus and van. For the
rest ofthe day until 5 pm, only the
meant that such things as sharing a
bathroom with the students on bus will run. Pine Manor will
their floor may some how work to follow the same schedule using one
van. Sunday to Wednesday from 5
weaken the authority ofthe RA.
Another proposal made by pm to midnight the van will run
Cotter suggested that a floor of every half hour, stopping at St.
male students from Newton move Gabriel's, Main Campus, Pine
into the lounges on Newton Manor and return to Main
Campus and that the 47 Pine Campus. Bus schedules will outManor female students be housed line the specific stops and routes
that will be planned.
at Newton. This option would
The bus service to St. Gabriel's
eliminate the need for off -campus
housing at Pine Manor. Cotter costs $177 per day, or $39,000 per
feels that Housing has rejected this year. This represents 26 percent of
option because "Housing wants to the total room fees ofthe 150 stukeep up good relations with Pine dents at St. Gabriels. TransportaManor" in the case that dorm tion to Pine Manor costs $127 per
space need to be rented again from day, or $28,000 per year. This
represents 59 percent of the total
Pine Manor.
Last year 80 female Freshmen
continued on page 17
were housed at Pine Manor. The
apparent reduction has resulted
because, according to Collins,
admissions to Pine Manor College
increased this year and they had
less space for BC students.
"They (the proposals) weren't
the greatest solution," remarked
Cotter, "but there are no good
solutions and they were better than
putting people at Pine Manor."
According to Chief of Security
Kenneth Watson, security at St.
Gabriel's remains the same as last
year; 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. A dorm receptionist will
also be stationed at St. Gabe's
Collins said. Four RA's and
George Winchester,SJ will reside at
St. Gabriel's. TwoRA's will live at
Pine Manor.

double rooms would find

Collins also said housing is short
a dozen beds on Upper Campus.
Hotel rooms won't be rented, but
dorm lounges will be used temporarily until enough students
withdraw from housing.
In an effort to accomodate 50 to
70 more students on campus,
UGBC President Dan Cotter
presented several proposals to
Housing this summer. Housing
rejected allof them but Cotter still
feels that his proposals could have
alleviated the use of off-campus
housing. One of his proposals
states that if the RA's from the
Upper and Newton Campuses
were to reside in double rooms
instead of triples, the triple rooms
previously reserved for them could
house two more students.
Through this proposal, Upper
Campus would gain 35 beds and
Newton Campus would acquire 10
to 15 beds.
Housing's reason for rejecting
the proposal was that "no maximum availability and visibility" of
the RA's would be possible if they
lived in double rooms rather than
triples. Cotter claims that Housing's arguement which suggests
that RA's in double rooms are
somehow less effective than those
in triples isn'tjustifiedsince "there
are no triples at Newton" and the
RA's in doubles there are just as
we buy used science fiction pb's
available and visible.
CLEVELAND
Another argument used by PAPERBACK
BOOKWORM *
CIRCLE
Housing is that RA's residing in
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Schipani feels that the university
"should be more responsive than
they have been if BC is going to
uphold the Catholic heritage."
Schipani said this in reference to
the Justice and Peace Commission
120 Tremont St., Boston
of the Boston Catholic
357-8300 9-5 PMSat. 10-2
Archdiocese's endorsement whichi 18 Brattle Street, Cambridge
states that Stevens record "speaksI
354--7215 12-SPM
of a history of violations by the
company of the basic right to
organize and of perpetrations of 1
significant health and safety
hazards. These practices not only(
violate public law they contradicti
the histoic teachings ofthe Churchl jn I if U I JB* n-tJAn-U
u dad c
P
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H
with regard to the rights of thejCd / ft
workers."
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Join us in celebrating our
40tn birthday with our
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and Furniture.
Factory Showroom in Chelsea.
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College I.D. for students & faculty
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beds, frames!
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Mike Schipani, from the J.P.
Stevens boycott office downtown,
however, reported that last spring
he had a meeting with the director
of purchasing who said "All things
being equal, he would make sure
that the University would not buy

Frosh Housed Off Campus Again
by MarjoriePallone
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NewAcademicVP Panuska Commits himself
by Patrick Carome

Editor's Introduction: Eight weeks
ago. Fr. Joeseph Allen Panuska,
SJ.. stepped into the position of
Academic Vice President, the
highest academic post at Boston
College. His appointment was
made last summer after a yearlong, nationwide search for a
person to succeed the retiring Fr.
Charles F. Donovan
Before coming to BC. Panuska
spent six years as Provincial ofthe
Maryland Province of the Society
of Jesus. In 1963, he became a
member of the biology department
at Georgetown University, where
he received the rank of full
professor in 1972.
Last weekThe Heights conducted this feature interview with
the man who will guide Boston
College's academic plans and
policies into the 1980s.
THE HEIGHTS: When you
decided to apply for the post of
Academic Vice President at Boston
College, what did you see as the
job's biggest challenge?
FR. PANUSKA: That would have
been when I first made myself
available over a year ago. I am
hesitant to say the biggest
challenge, but certainly a dominant
challenge to me was how to practice leadership in a facilitating
manner. By facilitating I mean to
recognize as I do that the powerfor
moving the university is not in
(my) office, but it is outside ofthe
office.. .(So the challenge is) how
I could move the forces on the
campus, or help to move the forces
on the campus that are really going
to make* the place the place it
should be. So that's a generic sort
of answer, but that was probably
on my mind most? how do I fit,
how does the job fit me, and what
are the ways available for me for

THE HEIGHTS: Looking at the
whole realm of academic enterprise
which takes place at BC, what
would you say are some of the
stronger and some of the weaker
aspects ofthe university?
FR PANUSKA: A strong aspect
is the tradition of quality as it is
influenced by the faculty, and that
being one of the attracting features
which brings students to BC, and
so then you have that tradition of
quality on both sides ofthe fence,
both the students and faculty.

.

.

Another strong point is the fact
that we are not so big that we are a
mega-university, that we are still
small enough to allow a lot of flexibility and community interactions
which are not possible (at larger
universities.) But that has its tensions too, because we have'grown
enourmouslyin the past ten years.
This might sound like
praising
administrator
administrator, but you really have
a good group of deans here, a
group with which 1 will work very
influencing.
closely. You havea group of deans
who are very well-qualified and
extremely dedicated. I have met
with each one of the deans at
new? used BOOKS bou^vt. sotd length during the course of the
weeks I have been here now,
PAPERBACK
CLEVELAND seven
and we have already had our first
CIRCLE
BOOKWORM
general council meeting, which was

PSYCHOLOGY
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Social Committee
Organizational
Meeting for the
Southside Johnny

Concert
Murray Conference

Room

on Friday, September 7
at 4:30 P.M.
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an exceptional meeting.
The fact that Boston College is
in the Boston area is a tremendous
academic strength, but I think it is
very much a potency because I am
not sure how much it is used. But 1
hope to encourage advisors to
encourage students not to let
themselves be limited by what we
have here, because we are just a
small part of a tremendous
academic environment that is
Boston.
The quality of free lectures, workshops, and programs

improve its academic standing?
FR. PANUSKA: I can't measure
how much is here, although I do
see signs of it from the faculty.
but a sense ofexcitement about the
whole world of learning and discovery(is extremely important at a
university). This sense of excitement is here I'm sure, but how
much there is I'm really not sure.
The various ways that increase the
personal excitement and pleasure
and therefore desire to learn, those
are things that I think are going to
be critical. Now how do you do
that? You do that by the type of
people you admit to your faculty,
and the type of students you admit
too, but that is very hard to
measure. We have a chance to be
very selective on both scores, so we
ought to be able to do well. You do
it by encouraging and reinforcing
an interest in a teacher in
presenting the subject matter in a
way that isn't a closed textbook
Sort of presentation. And if the
teacher is somehow a scholar and
researcher, then he is right on the
edge of where knowledge is, and
he's full of it, and he communicates
it, and he moves the students with
the sense of that excitement. And
then they are motivated.
You know, tougher regulations
and all in the academic disciplinary
sense, I don't have alot of confidence in them, although in a
place this big you do need a lot of
control. But (what is most important) is the ability of the teacher to
stimulate the student to be
interested in what he is here for,
since without that, hardly anything
else will work.

..
.

which are available in this city is
remarkable.
THE HEIGHTS: How about BC's
weaknesses?
FR. PANUSKA: I'd say that
among the weaknesses are the
stresses brought on by very significant growth in the past ten years,
growth which \nay have
accelerated in the past six or seven
years. This has multiple ramifications: the budgetary constraints,
the difficulty of finding money to
do innovative things, that is a difficulty I don't know how we will
be able to overcome.
Our need for improved library
facilities has been a weakness, and
it is going to be remedied to a great
extent. Yet while we are getting
the buildings, (it is extremely
expensive) to maintain good
library resources.
THE HEIGHTS: On a scale of one
to ten, how would you rate the
academic quality of Boston

It's what I call an open-endedness
in educational goals, that you
prepare the students not so much
to go through a little, narrow door,
but you give him sort of an open
field experience which prepares
him to deal with all the contingencies he is surely going to face once
he gets out.
THE HEIGHTS: Currently students have very little access to the
academic planning process, do you
think that this is a healthy situation, or are you open to changes in
the level of student input into
academic planning at BC?
FR. PANUSKA': Let me say that it
appears that students participate
very little in (academic planning).
There might be more access than
they think there is. I just spoke
with the academic council of the
deans, and I urged them to
encourage their departmental
chairpersons to involve students in
the critical decisions about things
like tenure. This is not doing
anything dramatic; but just using
what even the old statutes provide
and encourage. I think there is
much more openness than the students realize.
I think students
should have an input, and a
significant input, into academic
policy decisions. At the division
level, in the School of Nursing, and
School of Education, I think you
have students active in different
groups. In the law school I think

.

I think we have to stay
with our liveral tradition. We can't become
too specialized at the
undergraduate level.

I would hope that in a number of
I could influence the research
atmosphere at BC. I really don't
see a very clear or precise distinction between teaching and
College.
I
FR. PANUSKA: (Some laughter) research, because think they flop
back
and
forth.
I
would like to see
Who's on the scale, every other
this moving also into the
college in the country?
undergraduate program, as it
(already) does in some areas.
HEIGHTS: More and more
We are just a small part THE
students today seem to be using
of a tremendous their education as a tool for securing good jobs after graduation.
academic enviroment How do you think
BC should respond to this trend in student
that is Boston.
attitude?
FR. PANUSKA: First, 1 think that
the students' concern is
THE HEIGHTS: Sure.
exaggerated. You know, the more
FR.PANUSKA: I'd say were up in insecure you are, the more you
the upper twenty percent. Maybe want immediate knowledge and
even higher, perhaps upper ten.
preparation. If you have to go
Boston College is a first rate through a door and you don't
academic institution, there is no know what's out there and you are
worried about it, then you want to
doubt about it.
THE HEIGHTS: Assuming we know a lot about what is out there.
have the potential to move up, But if you have the selfwhat are the things BC could do to confidence, you might not need all
that information. I think its
something like that with students.
With the job market what it is outside, I can see there is a reason for
concern, but I do think the fear is
exaggerated. I think BC should
respond, not by ignoring what the
market wants in a graduate, but by
encouraging the students not to
lake the narrow view, because it
probably isn't going to help them.
I'm sure it isn't going to help them
as much as a more broadly based,
liberal preparartion which
292 Boylston St., Boston M
develops the capacity to develop.
ways

'

do too, and in the School of
Management too. In Arts and
you

Sciences, I sense there is a little
more unrest, but its a much more
ambiguous situation, its a large,
sprawling enterprise. So there I
would expect a lot is going to be
done at the departmental level.
I'm .still trying to figure out a
good way of student input into my
office.
I think it is important,
and I encourage it, and I'm groping
with ways of gettingit myself. The
same is true for faculty, not at a
departmental level, but with my
office. And I am .trying to overcome that by really going all out
and meeting faculty groups during
the coming year.
THE HEIGHTS: BC seems to suffer from a lack of flexibility in
adjusting its overall curriculum to
the shifting needs ofthe students.
Hence we find a situation of
overcrowded management, speech
communication, and political
science courses while there is an
apparent overabundance of
professors in other departments.
BC now uses part-time faculty
members and graduate students to
cope with this problem. Do you
think that such measures might
impede the development of strong
departments and do you think

..
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to Shared Endeavors in Liberal Education
there might be better ways to deal
with the problem?
FR. PANUSKA: I wish we could
be more flexible in what we do, but
I'm not sure that we should have
the flexibility that would meet the
frequently changing interests of
students. That goesback to what I
was saying before about the nature
of Boston Collge's (role) of
emphasizing liberal education. I
think it is a responsibility of a
university, both faculty and
administration, to be sure that the
students don't move too quickly
into areas where their own anxiety
leads them. So overall, I wish we
had more flexibility, but there are
plusses in not having a lot of flexibility. You can't let the market
determine what courses you offer
at a university. At the same time

Everything, I would say,
should relate to making
those years concentrate not on survival, but on quality.
you've got to listen to what the

needs are because the students'

requests are reflecting what they

sense is going on outside, and there
is validity in it. But somehow the
university has to be sure that the
view is integrated.
1 f we had total flexibility,and we
were able to move faculty members
easily, and we were interested
primarily in responding to student
interests, we would lose a number
of departments. That would result
in a very Significant loss for the
total balance ofthe university.
THE HEIGHTS: What do you say
to a department major standing in a
long registration line, watching all
the courses he wants to get into be
closed out?
FR. PANUSKA: Well if they are
courses he should take, and I'm
sure some of them are, then its a
painful thing. You know with
limited resources and the university clearly has them both in terms
of number of faculty and the
capacity ofthe best faculty to handle the people who want to register
in their course there is going to
ha ye to be quite a bit oft hat sort of
selection. The priority which is
given to majors and upperclassmen
helps to alleviate this somewhat,
though. I've been struggling with
what you can do.
.When a
person is accepted at BC, he
doesn't have to declare a major,
and that is understandable and it is
really a good thing that he has that
freedom as he goes along. But even
with people coming in, 1 believe
that certain departments are
already overstressed because ofthe
number of people who want to
.1 don't know,
major in them.
I'm wondering whether or not we
can have the lack of flexibility in
one end ofthe university and total
flexibility at the other end of it. It's
a very complicated thing.
The role ofthe part time teachers
and gradute students I think both
deserve more attention. I think
many part-time teachers and
?

?

..

.

graduate students are truly
excellent teachers. And they all
contribute to our flexibility and
therefore to the quality of the
The financial
university.
recompense is very inadequate,
and a lot of these people do it not
for the recompense but because
they are somewhat especially
interested in doing it.
I'm
wondering how I can help incorporate the part-time people more
fully into the faculty ofthe university.
I don't see the use of them (partlime faculty) in the classroom as
being necessarily a bad thing. I
think the ratio between part-time
and full-time has very definite
limits. Overall I am very grateful
to both groups and they are a great
asset to us. 1 would like to incorporate them more fully, but not
increase their number. As a matter
of fact I wish the number would
decrease.
THE HEIGHTS: Every year the
tenure system at BC seems to
eliminate a few professors who are
especially admired and respected
by their students. Some say that
too much weight is placed on
research and publication
accomplishments when tenure
decisions are made, others say the
process is too politicized. What do
you think is currently the major
criteria for tenure at BC, and do
you think the current criteria is the
right one.
FR. PANUSKA:
I've only
attended one rank and tenure
meeting here and we only considered one case, so 1 really can't
make a general judgement about
what the practice here is. I can say
that I would be surprised if
research and publication was
exaggerated. That's not my
impresssion of this university. 1
would judge that teaching is by far
the major criteria. In the cases 1
have read, the publications
requirements have been quite
modest. The politicization of it is
hard for me to judge. When a
person is denied tenure, you know,
(he) wants to find the reason, and
(he) finds the reason outside of
(himself), and he judgespoliticization. My impression is that there is
not much of it that goes on.
.There might be certain departments where there is more of that
atmosphere, but, overall, it's not
my impression that there is
politicization.
Flexibility is important to a
university. We are fairly highly
tenured here, but its not really too
bad, I've seen other universitites
where it is much higher. Every
commitment of tenure is a movement away from flexibility. You
are tenuring a person in a department... Its a critical step, and you
are going to have to lose in the
process some good teachers.
I served on the Rank and Tenure
Committee at Georgetown for a
number of years. It's extremely
difficult to make judgements,
especially about good people. You
are torn between your desire to
keep them and at the same time
you are concerned about the future

..

_

.

long-term quality of your department and university, knowing that
in most departments you have only

a few openings left.
THE HEIGHTS: Do you think it is
possible to bring students more
into the decision making process as
far as tenure is concerned?
FR. PANUSKA: I think the
guidelines are there. Students
evaluate teachers, students in some
of the schools meet with the local
departmental committee and make
a presentation about a teacher. I
think the encouragement of student input would not be very
dramatic here. The students have a
great deal to say about who is at
least good at teaching. Graduate
students shoufd be able to say a lot
about research quality.
I personally don't believe that
students should be on the rank and
tenure committees. Their voice
should be loud and clear though,
and any rank and tenure committee
that 1 have ever been on has
listened to their voice. You'd be
stupid not to listen to what students say about their teachers
when you are considering giving a
teacher a guaranteeof a job for the
rest of his working life.
THE HEIGHTS: As the new
school year opens, what are some
of the things you hope to
accomplish during your first year
as Academic Vice President?
Fr. PANUSKA: Well the main
thing I want to accomplish is
increased familiarization with the
students,
community at BC
faculty, administration and staff.
I'd like to move to such a point in
that familiarization that I be able to
identify what our common working assumptioms are, and maybe
challenge some of them, and be
challenged. I'd like to be able to
propose the specific objectives and
goals to the university community
in so far as they touch academics
and to program for the attainment
of those goals. But I want shared
ownership of what I move
towards. I came in with a lot of
ideas, but I did not come in with
very specific programs that I was
insistent on pushing through
because I think that unless they are
shared, nothing will happen.
I am interested also in strenging
the role ofthe deans, vis-a-vis my
office. I have found that in the
light of my philosophy of governance, where 1 think the power is

primarily the facilitator and then
the relator to the vice presidents in
this process. When you work with
I hut image, no group which is
influential on this campus can be
ignored.

bouvant. but I expect all sorts o
national stresses which will be
threatening faculty morale. With
inflation surely continuing, with
the collges more strapped than
before, adequate compensation is
going to be more difficult. What I
am hoping is that we can maintain
good morale, and that will be done
through the emphasis on
icolleagueship. And there is
something I didn't mention which I
really should, and that is that I
would like to see an increase sharing of the spirit in a spiritual sense
of Ignatian spirituality and the
whole community of learning that
is here.
Another thing we have to be
concerned about in the 80's is really crisp budgeting in a way that
does not destroy the possibility of
innovation. But where there is
looseness, however pleasant that is,
we really aren't going to be able to
afford it if we are going to continue
to stress quality. And so I am
afraid that budgeting at every level
is going to require regular review.
So the big things are maintaining enrollment, but for quality!
moving towards colleagueshipin a
stronger way, increasing the
research atmosphere at BC in a wat
that touches not just a researching
professor, but the whole enviro-

THE HEIGHTS: What long range
goals in the realm of academics
should BC strive for during the
I980's?
FR. PANUSKA: Everything, I
would say, should relate to making
those years concentrate not on survival, but on quality. Actually in
theSO's.despite the fact that we are
going to be pressed like all the
universities with the declining
number of high school graduates,
we are going to be in a favorable
postion relatively speaking,
because of the basic attraction of
BC. We are going to have to avoid
the temptation of weakening our
academic program. We will attract
quality if we maintain quality and
we make BC really a good place to
be educated.
I think we have to stay with our
liberal tradition. I don't see
professional education as
necessarily being contrary to the
liberal tradition. But we can't
become too specialized at the
undergraduate level.
Another area that I hope will run
into the 80\s, I'd like to see a happy
faculty.
Overall* they're pretty ment.
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We'll give you a cut
on the best cut in town.

I
want
shared
ownership of what I
move towards.
outside, I would favor, and am
encouraging in multiple ' ways,
decentralization. Not that I don't
feel a sense of people being
accountable to me, that has to be,
but I would like to see the deans
able to handle more than they do. I
would like to see the deans work
with and therefore be able to
encourage more accountablity
from
the
departmental
chairpersons. 1 see myself as being
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Save Money $
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The B.C. Special. Now all Boston College students can
shape-up their act with a special discount on a cut and
style at Russo's. We're known city-wide for a good cut at
an even better price. Just bring in your Boston College
I.D. card and we'll move you on up to the height of style. Call for an appointment y?T~>v
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Dinneen is New Chaplain
Chaplains office to become
John Dinneen, SJ., is Boston involved in is assisting Vietnamese
College's new University refugees in finding homes.
Another function Dinneen will
Chaplain. He-replaces David Gill,
SJ. who formerly held the position serve as University Chaplain will
as an acting chaplain.Gill is now be to help stimulate spiritual
fhe chairperson of the Classics growth through individual
J)epartment.
counseling, retreats, and shared
Dinneen decided to apply for the prayer.
In October, Dinneen plans to
position after noticing an advertisement in the NationalSociety of sponsor a Christian film series.
and was accepted by One film to be shown in this series
Jesus
the BC search committee in April.
will be A Man For All Seasons.
Member's of this committee were
Dinneen was ordained in Europe
University President J. Donald and received his doctorate in
Monan, the assistant chaplains, Philosophy at Louvain and
students,
and Oxford. He taught at Fordham
faculty
administrators.
University in New York City.
Dinneen sees his function as After two years of teaching he
University Chaplain as first dealbecame a rector for several years.
Then Dinneen was appointed
ing with the liturgical life of students arid helping them to celebrate Dean and AcademicVice President
the Eucharist. The second funcof Lemoyne College in Syracuse,
tion he feels is to be concerned with New York where he remained for
five years. His last position prior
peace and justice. Dinneen
explained, "We must believe in the to coming here was with the
expression of faith and act on Department of Health Education,
Christian principles." He hopes to and Welfare as assistant to
continue the Chaplain's sponsorSecretary Joseph Califano for three
ing of social action programs, such years.
as the Fast for World Hunger
Program and the Peace and War
Study Program, and he hopes, to
work with the Student Ministry on
its Energy Forum. The two -day
forum planned for March will
A recent comparison between
feature speakers on nuclear regulations and alternatives. Another prices of Boston area bookstores
program Dinneen wants the and those of the Boston College
by MarjoriePallone
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Dinneen will be working with a
staff of eight assistant chaplains,
five of whom are Jesuits and three
of whom are laywomen. Bob Ver
Eecke S.J., Cheryl Giles and
Rosaria Salermo are new members
ofthe chaplaincy staff.
Dinneen looks forward to
meeting as many students as he
can, and feels that "life on campus
is fantastically rich in people,
programs and opportunities. I'm
happy to be here."

Bookstore Prices Same

One of the largest selections of Imported and Domestic Wines, Beers, and Liquors!
mmmmm

On campus in general, Dinneen
hopes to "build a total community
and foster small communities in
the dorms by celebrating the
Eucharist and by sharing." The
major goal, he claims, is "to foster
unity since that's how we grow, by
sharing in the community."
Dinneen feels that this is an
important year, especially
regarding politicians and the issues
they will support. "We must keep
our ears to the ground," and sponsor different politicians to come
and speak on social issues, he
advised.

buying textbooks at BC pay prices
comparableto those of BC's competitors. The BC Bookstore, as
manager John Durkin told The
Heights last week, operates only to
provide service to the student
while making enough to cover its
expenses.
The high prices of books, which
seem to get more expensive every
year, is a result of the publishing
houses. Bookstores like BC's are
virtually at their mercy in terms of
shipping time, allotment, and
availability. Publishers merely
pass their rising production costs
As the
onto the student.
bookstores raise prices, students
often wonder how much of these
increases go to the bookstores.
Price increases at the BC
Bookstore, unlike those at other
stores, are almost entirely the result
of publishers. What profit the BC
store does make from nontextbook sales goes to pay
employees and shipping costs.
Quoting prices across town bore
out the evenness of the textbook
trade. For example, Chemical Principles (Dickerson, Gray Haight)
sells for $18.95 at BC, the same
price it carries at the Harvard
Coop. Other big)selling hardcover
from a cross-section of the
sciences, management, and law
courses also sold for identical
prices at bookstores across town.
While shopping around town
for used books and softcover editions of academic books may be
worthwhile and profitable, money
spent purchasing new edition
hardcover texts at BC's bookstore
is not parted with foolishly.
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News briefs

The Heights is
buy
you
campus
on
where
can
Holiday
1
Oct.
Monan Calls
For Papal Visit

Karen Shire
On October 1, Pope John Paul II will be in Boston for one night.
President J. Donald Monan, SJ. has declareda holiday for the BC community in honor of the Pope's visit.
Whether or not the Pope will make Boston College a stop on his
short stay is still pending but Monam said he was trying. The Pope
will be staying at St. John's Seminary in Brighton with Cardinal
Medeiros.
The Pope will celebrate an outdoor mass on the Boston Common. A
motorcade, in the planning for after the mass, may travel down Commonwealth Avenue to the Cardinal's residence on the periphery of
Boston College.
All classes have been canceled and all administrative offices will be
closed on October I.
by

Southside Johnny &
The Jukes At BC Sun.
by Barbara .)u has
A concert by Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes Septmeber 9
in Mc Hugh Forum is the UGBC Social Committee'sfirst event for this
senester. The Stompers will open the show, and WBCN disc jockey

Mark Perenteau will be the emcee. Concert tickets are $6.
Committee Chairman Chris Green feels that this band will draw the
BC population, because they have recently released a new album and
have had consistently well-attended concerts throughout the country
and also because they are extremelypopular in their native state. New
Jersey, home to a significant number of BC students.
One other tentative plan of the Social Committee is a "New Wave
Night," at the Rathskellar, featuring Human Sexual Response, and
Robin Lane and the Chartbusters, on September 28.
Green stated that the committee has received a check for $4500 from
the J Geils Band, which used Roberts Center for several practice session duTing Thanksgiving vacation of 1978. The money is in lieu of
the free concert the band had originally planned to provide to BC in
exchange for the use of the building. The band was appartently unable
to schedule a date to perform before the end of the school year.

.

?goon Squad? Moves
Frosh

Barbara Juhas
The UGBC Orientation Committee, chaired by Chris Green and
Rich Hovsepian, has organized a schedule of events and activities for
this semester's incoming freshmen.
On Sunday, 30 members of the 200 person Orientation staff
provided tours for students and their parents. Other members formed
a "Goon Squad", which helped arriving residents move in their
belongings, in addition to assisting them with procedures such as
checking in and having I D photographs taken.
Orientation events to take place this week include socials, a Boston
Harbor cruise, bluegrass, rock and disco programs, a barbecue, and a
variety show. The main goal of the Orientation Committee is to
provide activities that are diverse, yet satisfy everyone's needs. Green
stresses that the needs of resident freshmen, commuting freshmen and
transfer students differ. He believes that this year's program contains
something to appeal to everyone.

By

Registar Sought

25* soda.

Drop in McElroy 113 and SAVE

UGBC Cultural Committee
Presents

Gov. Jerry Brown
of California
Tuesday, September 11
12 noon on the Dustbowl
Also coming Sept. 28Jane Fonda & Tom Hayden

SING
UNIVERSITY CHORALE
AUDITIONS

A Nationwide search is still being conducted to replace Bill Griffith
who officially resigned from the position of registrar on August 31. to
pursue a career in teaching at Boston College's School of Management.
Jack McGuire, Dean of Admissions, Records and Freshman Financial
Aid, is heading up the search committee.

Monday, September 10,1:00-5:00
Tuesday, September 11,4:30-6:00
Two Resign From OSPAR Wednsday, September 12,1:00-5:00
by
Thursday, September 13,4:30 - 6:00
Toby
Activities
I
Doug Knapp
resigned
postions.
resigned
University
Knapp
Lyons 427
Auditions
held
in
accepted
in
in Virginia.
Marjorie Pallone
The Office of Student Programs and Resources (OSPAR) Assistant
Director
Plevin and Student
Coordinator and International Student Advisor
have
their
Plevin
to attend Boston
Law School.
an offer as Assistant of Student Affairs
Old Dominion
College
Replacing Plevin is William Thompson who, prior to coming to BC,
was Assistant Director of Personnel and Programing at Ball State
University in Munfcie, Indiana. Thornoson /eceived his BSand MS at
Purdue University in Indiana. He then became the Residence Hall
Director at the University ofNebraska for two years.
Selma Finstein is the new Student Activities Coordinatorand International Student Advisor.

Auditions are open to all BC
undergraduates, graduate students,
faculty, and staff.
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Orientation Talks
"But there must be 10 people in trwt
elevator. Plus all their luggage."
"So? At least they'll be warm this
winter."
"What about security?"
"Calm down. It'll be plenty secure in
this cooler."
"Not the beers. For those people in the
elevator."
"Security can't help. They're too busy
right now."
"Why? What are they doing?"
"Guarding the people in the housing
office."
"Guarding?
Guarding them from
what?"
"Commuters. They all rioted after the
first day of orientation. Toss me that
opener, will you? I mean, could you
imagine driving an hour and fifteen
minutes to get here and being told there's
no place to park?"
"Oh, I get it. So the Commuters have
threatened to kick the housing people out
of their offices so commuters can stay
there."
"No, they've threatened to kick them

by Steve Reynolds
"Hey, man, you forgot the Doritos for

the Molsons."
"It's not my fault. 1 had to carry these
cases all the way up here. The elevator just
broke down on the fourth floor."
"The elevator broke down? On the
fourth floor? How do you know it was the
fourth?"
"I heard screams coming from there
when I passed the fourth floor landing on
the stairs. At least I think it was the
fourth."
"Think? You heard screams and you
don't know what floor they're on?"
"Couldn't see. The cases I was carrying
were stacked up in front of my eyes. Give
me a hand with this ice, will you?"
"Ice? Why don't we just put them in the
refridgerator?"
"Because it's broken."
"The refrigerator's broken? Shouldn't
we call housing? And what about those
people in the elevator? Shouldn't we caii
someone about them?"
"Housing would tell them you have to
go through the lottery to switch your
room assingment."

out of their cars, so they can park there.
All the security police are in the parking

lot, or what's left of it."
"What started the riot?"
"Well, I heard that some administrator
took up two parking spaces at once when
he straddled his Volvo on a yellow line.
Some of the commuters pounded the car
into a one foot square hunk of Swedish
scrap metal with their jack handles. Then
they threw it into one of the construction

pits."
"Did they say anything?"
"Yeah. Somebody yelled 'a wheel for a
wheel, a space for a space.' "
"When will the construction ofthe new
parking garagebe finished.?"
"Probably by the time we run out of gas
for their cars."
"So there's no way we can do anything
for those people in the elevator?"
"Oh, don't worry about them, man. By
the time they get out of there, they'll be
perfectly trained for another BC tradition,
one that's as old as orientation."
"What's that?"
"Registration, man."

A

programmed

week

Fnr rhe Preppie:

for

all

Library tour at ten, sightseeing on
the Commons in the afternoon, Harbor Cruise at

seven.

.

Majors departmental meeting at ten.
Tennis at one, Red Sox game at eight.

Wednesday Bookstore at ten. Buy topsiders,
BC-Lacoste shirt and books. Keg party at nine.

BC housing crunch reaches
the mods.

epic

pre

,

OM M tnete roomma teB bed

Charles D'Atri

(Ed. Note: Here at The Heights Revue

we generally run a samplerof great BC bars
to visit. As a matter offact
we generallyrun it in this space. However,
the new drinkingage they didn't tellyou
about that?
has changed all that
somewhat. So here is our revised, nonalcoholic list of hell-raising drinking holes
that you will want to visit. Have fun.
You may have heard of BC's famous
reputation as a drinking school. Well, for
lucky frosh (and certain others) it still is
one great partying school. Herein are
staled BC's best, favorite, and most
patronized watering holes.
1) Brigham's: Etiquette is very much of
the Brigham's mythos. The atmosphere
reeks of that wild hedonistic air reminiscent of so many well-known singles bars.
Remember to play the old hold-a-glance
trick to communicate primal lust to a
member of the opposite, or, if you so
desire, the same sex. However, make sure
not to do this with the counter help as they
{nay think that you really do want mustard

for freshmen

?

?
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Lee Jones

Bad Girls-Donna
I Summer

I

Is She Really Going
L -?'Outhim

i

What a Fool Believes-

.Joe Jackson

I | Let's Go- The Cars
The Logical Song1 Supertramp

Doobie Brothers

Please return your choice to the Heights office
McEjro£ll3

Looking Around

denominations.

Hi...just get into town? For
those seriously concerned with
orienting themselves to their
new surroundings, here is a partial listing of some of the
worthwhile "goings-on" around
Boston.

Tour of co-ed dorms at ten sightseeing at The Rat at eight.
tssistant, with her boys.

"Experiments in White
Noise"(workshop) at ten, Red Sox game at nine.
Tuesday

Wednesday Bookstore at ten. Buy spandex
pants, case of airplane glue, new dog collar. Get

into fight with preppie buying topsiders, Lacoste
shirts. Keg party at nine.

worry about the expense. The fee for
crossing Comm. Aye. is very reasonable.
As a sidelight, the College Sub Shop also
offers various types of food which may be
eaten on the premises or taken "to go".
3)The "More Drink Quickly" Shop:
The More Drink Quickly Shop, affectionately known as M DQ to BC students,
has special location just for Newtonites,
those beloved and eccentric cousins of
jnain campus inhabitants. The MDQ's
limited line of drinks is compensated for in
its wonderful adaptability. Situated in an
old student lounge, the MDQ perfectly
suits the needs ofthe freshmen body which
is young and diverse; having not yet been
put into the BC mold. It can be an
intimate, booth style place for the quiet
ones, or, if you're more outgoing, throw
open the partitions and scream to your
friends across the room.
There they are, the best of the best, the
places you'll want to go to meet the right
people. Just one little caution to you commuters: remember to be able to say no,
you've got to drive home.

,
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'~.ChuckE's
nin Love - Rickey

j
j

Monday

iind relish on your chocolate chip cone.
Brigham's biggest draw is its big dance
floor, guaranteed to excite the John
Travolta genes in all of us. The lack of any
music f.v a drawback, but the enterprising
young couple can, with the help of friends,
boogie the night away. Merely have the
compatriots pound everything they can in
that steady One, Two, Three. Four beat
and you're on your way. An extra hint;
those orange forrhica tables give a great
sound when whacked with wooden clogs.
2) The College Sub Shop: Just a convenient hop-skip and jump from the BC
trolley stop is the quintessentialexampleof
your drinking man's bar/deli. Consisting
mainly of two longcounters which traverse
the length of the -place, its other distinguishing facet is the massive soda cooler
located by the door. Those of you with
eclectic tastes will be thrilled by the variety
of sodas and exotic beverages available.
Remember, however, that some of these
strange drinks pack quite a kick, so when
you can't walk to the cooler any more it's
time to call a taxi to take you home. Don't

Select your favorite single
from the summer of 79

down in

Belly Up Y?All
by

j
j

I

Mary Lou Frlcket, Freshm

Tuesday

Heights Revue Music Poll

j

?

Monday

j

--

For the Punk:
Sunday Sleep till two, spraypainting on
Dustbowl at three, concert at eight.

Sunday Brunch noonish, tour of the University chapels at two, cocktails at five dinner at six,
disco mixer at eight.

2

«.
?
My Sharona-The
Knack

Have A Good One
Orientation
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In line In Ie with the
Olympia d ers switch
to Coke brm Pepsi,
The Heights las followed
sui .25*
No che geburger.

Music
Sept. 7th The Nighthawks at
the Paradise Theater. Good'
southern blues. Two shows.
The David
Sept. Bth
Johansen Group, also at the
Paradise. Explosive rock 'n roll
from one of the most talented
young artists in the rock world.

Get tickets quick.

Also two

shows.

Sept, Bth Dire Straits at the
Orpheum Theater. The Sultans
swing away. One show.

Nickelodeon will show Peppermint Soda through the week;
Badlands is at the Little Nickelodeon.

Movies
The Kids Are Alright
Tremendous if you're a Who
fan. It'll convert you if you're
not. At the Sack Beacon Hill.

The
At Coolidge Corner
Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie, That Obscure
Object of Desire(9/5-9/6).
The
Amarcord,

/7-9 /8).

At the Nickelodeon The Big

Golly gee,the mapsaid it was a dorm.

i

The Heights Revue needs writers,

j

|

with knowledge of Dance, Movies,

j

Music, Theatre, and

II

Join us on Sept. y|
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Mahoney Concerned With Vietnamese Refugees
The majority of these people have
Since the fall of Saigon on April settled in the Allston-Brighton,
30,1975, nine hundred thousand Brookline areas. These numbers
are increasing. In the midst of this
people have left Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, Two hundred plight oftheIndo-chinese and their
twenty thousand of whom now massive influx into the U ,S Rev.
reside on the United States. Since Leonard Mahoney, S J ~ New
January 1 of this year, two England Province Chairman- for
hundred of these refugees have Aid to the Vietnamese Refugees
come to Eastern Massachusetts. and a Boston College history Prof.,
by Sue Schaffrick

~

Fr. Leonard Mahoney focuses from south-east Asia (Photo by
his concerns on the refugees Mary O'Keeffe)
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is striving to increase awareness
and concern fo. these homeless
people. "I am concerned over the
fact that we had abandoned a great
number of people in Viet Nam,"
said Fr. Mahoneu, "and I feel that
we have an obligation to help these
people."
In beginning his endeavor in
early January, 1979, Fr. Mahoney
utilized literature specifically
directed to the Jesuit society,
encouraging their support and
informing them of what they
could do for camp refugees.
Appalled as he was at the condition
of the refugee camps, Fr. Mahoney
urged students and graduates of
Jesuit colleges and high schools to
write to Asiatic governments. His
efforts resulted in 350 letters to the
governments of the Phillipines,
Island, Hong Kong, Malasia, and
Indonesia, requesting them to be
more humanitarian in their treatment ofthe refugees.
One of Fr. Mahoney's next
steps was to urge various Jesuit
groups to write to President Carter
and ask him lor increased U .S.
intercession in this matter.
Carter's response was that he had
kept his promise, made at the Summit in Tokyo, to double the
number of refugees allowed to
immigrate to this country each
month from 7,000 to 14,000. The
President also approved American
China Sea to pick up boat people a topic of concern on Fr.
Mahoney's January article in The
Pilot.
Presently, the state representatives in Washington who are
backing Fr. Mahoney's concern for
these refugees are Congressmen
O'Neil and Drinan, Senators
Kennedy and Tsongas.
"Congressman Drinan was just
over there and was appalled at the
?conditions of the refugee comps.
He accused Hanoi of violating
human rights incredibly," said Fr.
Mahoney. He added that he has
asked Congressman O'Neill, a BC
graduate, "to interced."
Fr. Mahoney's plan for assisting
the refugees, however, is not
limited to appeal to national
governments. For, he also sees a

Next Week in The Heights

SPECIAL CLUBS &
ORGANIZATIONS

SECTION

I

The Heights is offering up to 125 words worth of
free space to every club and organization on
campus. Let everyone at BC know who you are,

what you do, and HOW people can joinor jelp you.
We will publish whatever you submit to us in our
special Clubs and Organizations section next

week. Deadline for this special feeature: this
THURSDA Y

need to help these foreigners, who
Fr. Mahoney intends to organize
are new settlers, on lacl level.
interested students with groups in
the surrounding neighborhoods to
"I plan to appeal to students,'" pool and organize local efforts.
BC's new University Chaplin,
Fr. Mahoney said. "They can do a
lot to help." As Vietnamese people Fr. Dineen, has promised help on
come into our own community, the this project, said Fr. Mahoney,
BC students can teach English and who feels that he will commence
donate food and clothing." he his appeal to the studentseither am
added.
October of November.

Cotter Pleased With
Judicial Procedure
comprised

by BarbJuhas

Reflecting consolidations and
compromises of proposals by
UGBC, the Office of Student
Affairs, the Dean of StudentsOffice
and the Resident Advisory Board,
(RAB) a revised student judicial
proceedure has been established.
Under the new judicial ysstem, a
student accused of violating the
codes of the university is entitled to
have an advisor accompany him
throughout all stagesofthe process.
The student may also choose to
have his case heard by the
Administrative Hearing Board
(AHB) made up of an Assistant
Dean of Students, an Assistant
Director of Housing and an
administrator or Jesuit, or by the
Student Judicial Board.made up of
five resident students and four commuter students.
Last spring a judicial proceedure
had been drafted by thejudicial sub-committee of the RAB after
researching judicial codes of other
universities. During the end of
May, the Office of Student Affairs
drafted their own judicial code.
UGBC, dissatisfied with the Student Affairs judicial proceedure
proposal, drafted counter proposals.
The new judicial proceedure is a
result of revisions and additions to
the Student Affairs draft initiated
by UGBC.
The Student Affairs draft of the
judicial proceedure did not call for
the accused student to have an
advisor. It also allowed the Dean of
Students to supercede the student's
choice of which board they would
like to hear their case. As it stands
now, however, the Dean can require
that a student's case be presented to
the University Conduct Board
(UCB).

Night
continuedfrom page 7
300 Mass. Aye. The best way to
get there is to get off at the
Auditorium stop on the green line
and walk. For more info you can
call 267 -5600.
Harvard Square is the place to
see a cheap flick. The red line's
Harvard car will take you there.
The Harvard Street Theatre has the
best price and selection o.f movies.
The Brattly Street Theatre and the
Orson Welles Cinema are good
movie house too.
Pick any movie and it's probably

25*
Soda
ColdSprite,
Orange,
Coke,

McElroy

113

of three
The UCB is
undergraduate students, three
administrators, and one graduate
student. According to the new
judicial procedure, cases which
would receive direct referral to this
board involve "major threats to the
health, safety, or tranquility of the
members of the community, major
damages, or major breaches of the
Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, the Conditions of
Residency or the University
Demonstration Policy."
In the RAB's proposal,' there
were no provisions for commuter
students sitting on any judicial
board. Cotter included commuters
in his counterproposal because he
believed that in order for a student
to have a true "trial by peers," both
commuters and residents must be
represented.
In the proposal from the Office of
Student Affairs, the procedure for
appealing a decision differed from
the final version. It called for the
Dean of Students to review appeals
of cases heard by the Student
Judicial Board and the AHB, and
for the Vice President for Student
Affairs to consider appeals of the
UCB's decisions. The final draft
calls for the two administrators to
review requests for appeals
together.
Pam Lassiter ofthe Office of Student Affairs has expressed satisfaction with the outcome of the situation. She said that the version
prepared by her office was designed
primarily to "givepeople something
to react to," and she feels that the
changes made are to the advantage
of all affected by the judicial
process.
continued onpage 17

Life
on the Havard Square Theatre's
movie schedule which, by the way,
you can pick up free from their
ticket office. As the name
suggests, the theatre is in Harvard
Square. Movie prices here are
cheap; Monday thru Friday $1.75
until 6:00. After 6:00 and on
weekends and holidays the price is
$2.75.
Midnight shows are
featured on Friday and Saturday
nights for a low fee of $2.25. Two
movies show a night, most of them
more recent, but there's plently of
Bogart playing to keep all the old
?movie buffs happy. Call
864 -4580 for the movie listings.
One of the better movie deals in
town you'll find on Wednesday
nights at the Brattle Street Theatre
in Harvard Square. Admission on
Wednesdays is $1.50. Like the
Harvard Square, they show two
different movies nightly, so it's
easy to makea night out of it. Any
other night it's $3 for a pass inside.
The Orson Welles Cinema on
Mass. Aye. in between Harvard
Square and Central Square is only
$2.00 for midnight shows. Just
make sure you have a ride home.
The T only runs until 1:00am. A
good selection of foreign films are
shown at this theatre but the
regular fee is $3.50. Call 868-3600
to hear what's playing.
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New Judicial Procedure Established

dent from Housing or the university
are subject to review by the Dean of
The judicial process begins when insufficient information, or held Students or the Vice President for
a written complaint is submitted to until further information is Student Affairs.
If a student found guilty feels
the Dean of Students' Office, which available.
If none of these resolutions are there has been a lack of due process
then calls for a Fact Finding
Meeting. Present at this meeting applicable, the student chooses in their case, or if they have new
are theindividual whoregistered the between the Student Judicial Board evidence to defend themself, they
complaint, the accused student, and and the Administrative Hearing may file an appeal with the Dean of
an Assistant Dean of Students or Board to hear his case, unless his Students and the Vice President for
the Dean of Students. The case has been directly referred by* Student Affairs, who can refer the
case to the Appeals Board.
aggrieved and the accused may each the Dean of Students to the UniverCotter would like to have seen
have an advisor present if they so sity Conduct Board.
desire.
If the Student Judicial Board incorporated into this procedure an
The case can be resolved after the finds the student guilty of the automatic appeal for any student
Fact Finding Meeting in several offense, it can impose censure, (a dismissedfrom Housing or from the
cases: if the aggrievedparty and the written warning), a fine, restitution, university. Except for this point, he
accused student mutually resolve or disciplinary probation. It can is pleased with the new judicial
procedure. He cited the resolution
their differences, and the Dean of also recommend suspension or disof this issue as a major sign of
Students decides no disciplinary missal from university housing.
The AHB and UCB possess the cooperation between UGBC and
hearing is necessary, if the student
admits in writing that he is guilty of same authority,with the additionof otherbranches ofthe university. He
the charge and agrees to the verdict the right to impose university feels that the present judicial
and sanction to be issued by the probation. In addition the UCB can process is "the- best thing for the
community," and that thecontinued
Dean of Students, andif theaccused dismiss the student from the univercooperation of the Housing office,
student agrees to pay for accidental sity. All decisions to dismiss a studamages for which he is responsible.
The case can also be dropped due to
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continuedfrom page 7
room fees of the 47 women at Pine
Manor. But Collins maintains that
both areas are expected to break
even with the $1,000 room fee
charged each student.
OTHER HOUSING NEWS
Repair work began late this
summer in the Mods, which
remained in poor condition until a
week ago. "Collins attributes the
delay with the shutting off of
electricity due to the nearby construction. New locks were
installedlatelast Thursday evening
causing delays for FA's and TA's
who had planned on moving in
that afternoon. The area surrounding the Mods is still in need
of cleaning.
Instead of recarpeting alfof the
dorm and apartment halls this
summer, something new has been
tried at Kostka, Roncalli and
Hillsides. The floors in these halls
have been covered with cement and
layers of a colored sealer. Tile
flooring was introduced to Gonzaga last year but Housing discovered that the tile scratched easily and required more labor and
money than carpeting. The sealer
is a third attempt at cheaper but
more durable flooring.
Housing repaired several dorms
over the summer, including extensive painting and refurnishing on
the second floor of St. Gabriel's.
This section ofthe monastary was
never occupied by students.
Overall damages, to residence
areas increased by 8 percent this
year. Collins claims that the
damages were "in excess of
$100,000."
Yet damages on
Newton Campus decreased 64 percent, due to a "younger RA staff
who developed a better
relationship with the 800 freshmen
students there," Collins explained.
He also attributed the damage
decrease at Newton to "an
awareness of vandalism and what
it costs them (the students)."
Collins hopes that vandalism will
decrease on Upper Campus this
year since most ofthe 800 students
who lives at Newton la"st year will
be residing there and will bring
their "awareness" with them.
On Upper Campus this year, 42
female freshmen and sophomores
will be housed on the first floor ol
the once all-male dorm, Roncalli.
In the April Housing Lottery only
three to four males chose to live
there, but have since been
relocated.
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boards to insure due process. "
During the Christmas break of
this year, an ad-hoc committeewill
be formed to report on the success
of the system. At that time, the
committee will hear requests for
amending the Student Judicial
Procedure.
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the Dean of Students and the RAB
will insure its success.
The Dean of Students' Office is to
hire a new assistant this semester
whose main function will be to
oversee the judicial process. This
administratorwill be responsible for
training the membersofthe various
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Free softwarefrom Texas Instruments
can help make this semester a little easier.

A special offer if you act now! From AuThe TI Programmable 59 has up to 960
And it hasTl'sConstant MemoryT" feature
gust 15 to October 31, 1979
program steps or up to 100 memories.
that's your
thatretains data and program information
special opportunity to purchase one of the
even when the calculator is turned off.
Magnetic card read/write capability lets
world's most advanced programmable you record your own custom programs, or
$125*.
calculators and get up to $40* worth of
programs from your Specialty Pakettes.
Act now ;
free software Specialty Pakettes in your
$300.*
"Sit your collegebookstore or other TI
choice of 16 different applicationareas.
The TI Programmable 58C features up
for more information, and let him
retailer
Tl's Specialty Pakettes are anew way to
or
to
memories.
steps
to 480 program
up 60
you select the programhel
P
expand the usefulness of your TI Programf -. Q
mabl that 'S
f r y
mable58C or 59. The convenient notebook _~Of]
°u'
Use the coupon below to take
.plug-in module ormagneticrequire
cards.
formatincludes complete step-by-step pro- C^SS^SSS"1"* *
vJ-CJ
advantageof this special limgram listings, application notes, and sampc,o6a ,rimer'e|ot,er re< uired
lted tlme otter
pie programs. Just enter the programyou \ \
<
need and you can put it to work right
away f
Use this COU n t0 obtajn y° ur FREE Specialty Pakettes.
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TX 79408.
Texas Instruments will fulfill the offeryou
haveselected
l
above when you (1) return m comp eted coupon ln.
eluding serial number, (2) along with your completed
customer information card (packed in box), and (3) a
dated copy of proof of your purchase verifying purchase
?f aTI ProgrammablesBC or 59 (whichever is appliesble) between August 15 and October 31,1979. Items
mutt be postmarked on or before November 7,1979,
to qualify for this special otter.
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Four FREE SPECIALTY PAKETTES
*H
Z ~- -" D I've bought my TI-59, send me these 4 freePakettes.
t
with the purchaseof aTI Programmable
59. A $40* value. Two FREE SPE3
CIALTY PACKETTES with the pur- |
4
chase ofaTI Programmable 58C. A $20* I 2
Send to: Texas Instruments, P0 Box 53,
value
Lubbock,
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BC Uses Off-Campus Parking To Limit Crunch
continuedfrom page 1

of this appeal remains to be seen,
and the BC police are not particularly optimistic about compliance with this appealbecause, as
Watson noted, it is during the first
few weeks of school that resident
students most need a car.
Watson speculated that there
may be a decision in the near future
on whether or not to allow only resident students to use the garage as
previously promised. The number
of parking permits that have been
allotted to resident students does
not exceed the capacity of the garage, yet if only residents will be
granted the use of the garage is
unknown.
300 to 350 of these resident permits have been allotted to "special
needs" students from the schools of
education and nursing. "Special
needs" refers to those students who
need cars for student teaching and
internship commuting. The balance
of the resident permit recipients
without "special needs" have been
chosen by lottery.
Another change which has been
made in the parking system is the
limiting of faculty permits to one

Day School on Hammond St., trying to acquire additional spaces for
BC's use. Watson realizes that students are not likely to willingly park

so far from campus, but he feels that
is enough interest can be stirred for
this alternativeparking, perhaps bus
runs to and from campus can be
established.
The Department is currently in
the process of hiring 14 or 15 new
parking attendants. Six or seven of
these new attendants will begin
training this week, working one to
one*vith veteran BC police.
On Thursday and Friday of this
week, and part of newt week, more
police than usual will be on duty al)
day long. "Admittedly, these extra
police and attendants won't increase
the number of parking spaces," said
Watson. "But when people can't
find spaces, they'll be driving
around or parking illegally, and the
extra men will at least be able to
keep the traffic flowing."
The university has also made an
appeal to resident students to leave
their cars at home for at least the
first month of school. The success

Weicome BC Students

|

per faculty member rather than two
as in the past. The Police Department will also verify all permit
application information by computer this year, hoping, Watson
asserted, to gain further control
over permit distribution through
extended use of automation.
The BC Police also plan to construct a new guard booth at the St.
Ignatius gate, to be manned 24
hours a day. The Beacon St.
Gate may then be closed
at 10:00 p.m., leaving only one
passage to the campus by car, and
establishing much greater control
over traffic in and out of lower
campus.
One of the greatest tests of BC's
parking provisions, aside from the
opening of school, will be the first
football game on September 15.
Watson holds that the major
problem on that day will be traffic
flow, not parking space, and that
the key to maintaining the flow will
be strict supervision. Augmenting
the BC Police force on the 15th will
be 22 Newton police, five MDC
police, five Boston police, and 30 to
40 student attendants.
In the past, certain parking
restrictions in the communities surrounding BC have been lifted to
accomodate football fans, and
according to Captain Thomas
Dargan of the Newton Police
Department, this practice will continue.but will not be expanded.
Dargan added that BC's construction plans will not cause any
changes in Newton's parking policy.
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hopes to institute a towing program
as soon as possible.
"Construction is going to make
the parking situation very difficult
over the next two years," said
Watson. He added that after all the
presently planned construction has
been completed, there should be a
net gain of approximately 100 parking spaces, but "until that time, the
BC Police, who will bear the brunt
of the problem, will be doing all that
they can to make this situation

BC security guards face a the parking crunch. (Photo by
special challenge this fall due to Tom Schneider)

Grants Challenge BC

Special

Zipfer Beer

"For the first week or so, while students are moving in and settling
down, we will be somewhat lenient,
as always," he said. "But as for the
overall construction period, the City
of Newton has no plans to change
its parking laws."
The BC Police are also planning
for some relaxation of restrictions
during the first week or ten days of
school. "After that," Watson
stated, "we will begin strong
enforcement of all parking rules for
everyone faculty, staff, and stu-

continuedfrom page I

new. library construction, is also a

challenge grant and operates under
specifications similar to the NEH
grant. It is a three for one contribution, and will thus require BC
to raise 900,000 dollars in
matching funds between May
1,1979 and April 30,1980. Two
smaller grants 10,000 dollars form
the George Alden Trust of
Worcester and 5,000 dollars from
the Ratshesky Foundation of
Boston, have already been applied

SAVE MONEY

to the Dana challenge.
The Kresgee grant, designated
for theater construction, is not a
challenge grant, but was approved

behind a capital campaign, and
tend to increase the level of contribution from both new and
previously tapped sources. Both
he and Rush expressed the importance of these new, large grants as
part of the development and
strengthening of BC's contribution
track record, which is improvingas
the university's financial stability
increases.

under the conditions that it will be
granted only when the additonal
funds required to complete the
theater are secured. This
additional amount cannot be determined until a firm estimate on the
building cost is determined.
Richard Landau of the DevelopIn addition to the grants from
ment Office, who has handled the
Dana and Kresgee grants since his the NEH, the Dana, Kresgee and
appointment in April (the grant Ratshesky foundations, and the
proposals were written by Scan George Alden Trust, Landau also
reported that BC has received a
Rush and Nancy Sandman, respectively), is confident that these $10,000 contribution from a
grants which require matching and Boston Foundation (which prefers
completion of funds are in the best to remain anonymous) to assist in
interests of Boston College, as they the renovation of the Rec Plex
floor.
provide a strong motivating force

Buy Your Textbooks from the

OffCampusHousing

UGBC Book Co-op

Information

Opening September 6

Monday - Friday 9am - spm
McElroy 114
(next to The Heights)

The university provides a free information
service for all members of the Boston College
community who wish to locate off-campus
living facilities. Available listings include a
variety of accommodations such as apartments, houses for rent or sale, rooms in
private homes (no lease required),
established apartments seeking roommates,
and private homeowners who will provide
free room and board in exchange for services. Materials related to leases,' security
deposity, and other rental arrangements are
also available. For further information and
assistance, please visit the Non-Resident
Housing Information Office in Rubenstein
Hall, Monday through Friday, 10am to 4pm,
or call 969-0100, ext. 3075.
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Rape Frequent in Allston/Brighton Community
by Karen Shire

During the first six months of
this year, crime increased by 30
percent in the Allston -Brighton
community. Students living in
dormitories on South Street and at
St. Gabe's Monastary as well as
many of the students in offcampus apartments are part of the
Allston-Brighton community.
During the first half of this year
there has been a markedincreasein
the number of violent crimes committed in this community. During
the first 6 months of 1979, eleven
'rapes were reported to the District
14 headquarter in Brighton yet it

seems that many other rapes may
have gone unreported. In the last
two months, Kathy Dawley, a
nurse in the emergency room ofSt.
Elizabeths Hospital in Brighton
estimated that six women had been
treated for rape by the hospital.
On the night of July 27 alone, two
women were treated at St.
Elizabeths for rape reportedly committed in Allston.
Last year Dean of Students
Fr. Edward Hanrahan denied ever
hearing of a single rape commuted
on the BC campus. However, he
did admit that he knew of "at least
two" BC women that had been

raped outside of the BC campus.
The fact that 11 women were raped
in a community where BC owns
and rents dormitories, and where
hundreds of students live in offcampus apartments seems to
indicate that Boston College
women are not safe from rape in
the community surrounding the
Boston College campus.
According to Security Chief
Kenneth Watson, BC has two
women police officers who have
training at the State Police
Academy on Rape Crisis Intervention. Watson said plans are being
continued on page 21

Minority Student Affair?s Summer
Program Helps 46 Students
by Karen Shire
From June 25 until August 3,
forty-six minority and third world
students participated in the "Options Through Education Transitional Summer Program" sponsored by the Minority Student
Affairs Offfce.
As the name implies, the
program is designed to help a select
number of students chosen by the
admissionsoffice to .make the transition from their high schools,
families, and cultural environments to a college environment.
The purpose of this program,
according to Director of Minority
Student Affairs Donald Brown, is
"to provide those students with
the skills that they will need-to be
successful in performing at Boston
College." The students that parthis program are considered upon acceptance as
educationally disadvantaged.
It is the admissions office that
identifies those high risk students
that the program services.
According to Brown, the focus of
the admissions office in the selection procedure "is on those students who, in order to successfully
\perform at Boston College, would
need the services that this program
could provide."
The Options through Education
Transitional Summer Program this
year provided the 46 selected
minority and third world students
with in-class instruction to help
them develop skills in writing,
mathematics, science, reading,
studying and notelaking.
Several years ago, a resolution
from the Board of Trustees set a
goal for the admissions office of
identifying 10 percent ofthe entering freshmen as minority students.
A further goal offered by the
Trustees was to seek 2.5 percent of
this tenth as students considered to
be educationallydisadvantaged. It
is these students that the Options
Through Education Transitionalal
Summer Program services.
This summer orientation
program is just one of the
programs the Minority Student
Affairs Office implements for
minority students. In the past year
the Minority Student Affairs
office, under the directorship of
Brown, has made advances in personal counseling, has created new
organizations such as the Black
Educators Association, a Gospel
Choir, a BC chapter of the
NAACP. and a Third World Coalition, as well as strengthening
already existing organizations.
For the year ahead. Brown has
several specific goals his office will
work toward achieving. One goal
is "to involve more minority students in the tutorial program."
Brown further commented on this
goal saying that "there seems to be
some mystique around asking for
help, and I think that we need to
articulate the message that there is

no stigma to coming into this office advocacy program'where minority
and asking for help...this office is alumni would work one-on-one
here to serve students."
with the students currently in
A second goal would be "to see nursing, and sharing their
the emergence of an advisory experiences."
board to this office, whose function would be to provide the
In an interview with The
administration of this office with Heights last September, Brown
thoughts relative to where the expressed some concern in
office can go in the future."
developing a more collaborative
Another concern Brown would relationship between his office and
like to see his office deal with is the admissions and financial aid
helping minority nursing students offices. Brown felt that this
deal with the rigorous nursing obstacle was overcome this past
curriculum. Brown would "like to year and a more collaborative
develop an advisory group conrelationship established. Brown
sisting of minority alumni of the described this particular progress
School of Nursing. The type of as "one of the pleasures of this
program Brown envisions is "an year's experience."

streets of neighboring (Photo by Mary O'Keeffe)
Allston-Brighton.
The
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"HOW CAN I
MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE?"

I

One way may be to live within the Augustlnlan Fraternity.
When you come to live with us, you observe and
participate in our community life for several years before
making a final commitment. You observe that we are a
religious community following the charism of St.
Augustine and "that together and with .one heart in
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and that we labor in the service of the people
of God." We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes,
foreign missions, campus ministries, retreats, hospitals
and military chaplaincies.

WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:
Reverend John P. Stack, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Villanova, PA 19086
(215) 525 5612
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Boston College Complies With Title IX
by Mary Ellen Sulli van

After President Carter's Cabinet
cleaning this past summer in
Washington, with Patricia Harris
replacing Joseph Califano as
Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
administrators, educators, athletes
and coaches are wondering what is
going to happen next with Title LX.
What Title IX provides is that no
person "in the United States shall,
on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving
federally financed assistance.
Right now the direction that
Title IX will take is uncertain.
Secretary Harris has not yet
released a statement interpreting
Title IX, so institutions must'
adhere to the law in the most literal
sense.
As with the Equal Rights
Amendment, there has been quite a
bit of controversy about the actual
interpretation of the law. In the
case af Title IX, most of the concern has centered around athletics,
even though, as Alice Jeghalian,
director of Affirmative Action at
Boston College, points out,
"Athletics are only a tiny part of
Title IX."
Has Boston College complied
with the regulations provided
under Title IX?
Alice Jeghalianreplies, "Overall,
the treatment of women here is
totally in compliance with Title IX
in regard to the regulations and
rules."
Bobbi Carson, Director of
Women's Athletics at BC responds, *We feel we're in compliance with Title IX? including
the budget."
If this is the case, then what has
all the fuss been about?
People have been concerned
about the ambiguity of interpretation that has resulted from Title IX.
The proposal interpretations were
never finalized and the last statement by Califano regarding Title
IX as applied to intercollegiate
athletics advised "equal per capita

expenditures for both male and
female programs."
The "per capita" statement
brought on strong controversy
among many colleges because of
the additional expense this clause
might incur, especially if this v<ere
to include the football budget. At
Boston College, if the average per
capita expenditure for varsity
sports were to be made equal
between men and women, it would
cost, by actual calculation, an
additional $400,000 to $500,000
per year.
With regard to this provision, in
an April 1979 interview, Father
Monan replied,"We cannot afford
it. This is going to hurt the situation of women more than help it
because we will not be able to
develop more varsity sports. An
example would be women's ice
hockey. If we were to elevate it to
the varisty level, in order for it to
be equal to the men's team, we
would have to spend an additional
$l 17,000.
Equal is not a
mathematical thing."
Ms. Jeghalian comments, "I
think there should be equal
spending per sport, not per
program."
In reaction to the "per capita"
statement, 50 college presidents,
including Father Monan, sent a
letter to the department of HEW
last June asking for a withdrawal
ofthe proposal's per capita regulation. In place of it, they suggested
that "the responsibility be left up
to the individual institution."
"That would be like letting the
fox guard the chickens," says Ms.
Jeghalian ruefully. "No one may
want Federal involvement, by the
anti-discrimination laws have
forced people to look at things and
make a conscientious effort to
change. Over the years we've
cleaned up our act a lot. Title IX
has been the most influential law in
this area and on the face of it we're
handlingit well."
Bobbi Carson also agrees that
the situation of women at Boston
has been steadily improving and
calls attention to what she calls "a
biggie" in New England women's

the first nationally
televised dual field hockey match
between Springfield Collegeand
BC.
"The television coverage came
about through a contract on the
BC-Tennessee game and everyone
here is really excited about it,"says
Ms. Carson enthusiastically. "It is
bound to help us with publicity
and recruiting. We're trying to get
the same type of coverage for
tennis and soccer too. It is a very
positive thing for women's sports.
That is," she adds,"if we do well."
Donna Bennet, assistant athletic
sports

?

?

trainer, shares the enthusiasm of
Ms. Carson, but cautions against
imitating what she feels are the
imperfections in men's sports
programs, "especiallyin the area of
recruitment." She continued by
saying what the AIAW (Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women) wants to avoid is the "big
sell" approach to student athletes.
We want to keep the pressure as
low key as possible to prevent the
harrassment and loss of student
identity that many of the men
athletes go through at the college
level."

shape."

More Boston Sports

continued from page 7
approximately a half-hour from BC
If you plan on catching a Sox in Foxboro and you can get there
game or two, Fenway Park is right
by car by taking 195 South. Unfornear Kenmore Square. You can tunately, if you don't have access
reach the park by the MBTA
to an automobile,the easiest way to
Riverside line which has a Fenway travel to the stadium is by an
MBTA sponsored train trip.
stop. Riverside stations are located
Once November rolls around,
at Cleveland Circle and off Hammond St. (about a milefrom BC). If Boston will begin to set its focus
you take the BC-Comm. Aye. or upon the extensive winter sports
Beacon St. Lines, get off at Kenscene. If BC basketball and hockey
more and walk down Brookline St. is unable to satisfy your spectator
Regular tickets are tough to obtain needs, then perhaps the Celticsand
but you can buy bleacher seats on Bruins may be the answer for you.
the day of the game.
Both the Celtics and the Bruins
Alas, however, if baseball is not reside in the Boston Garden. Two
quite your cup of tea (so what are years ago the Garden received a
you doing in Boston?) then supposedly major facelift but it is
perhaps the Patriots may catch still an antiquated and obsolete
your fancy. Already, the local facility. While significant alterapress is talking about a possible tions were made, the Garden
conference championship and an remains a pit and a relatively
unpleasant place to watch any
eventual Super Bowl appearance.
The Patriots have the talent to event. Some may contend that its
win the AFL but, like the Red Sox, age adds charm but for me, I'd
somehow manage to always come
away empty. Last year, the Fairbanks resignation was made public
just as the Pats seemed ready to
make a serious run for the Super
Bowl. This year, the Leon Gray
trade has already put a damper on
the season and team spirit will
require a major lift before the Pats
can repeat as division champs.
If you plan on catching a Patriot
continued from page 7
game, tickets are still available
except for the Miami contest. T's Red Line. All branches of the
Schaefer Stadium is located Green Line run inbound to Park
Street, so take your pick of which
mmmmmmmmmmmmWmmmmmmWmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmWmmWmmmmmm
branch. As mentioned before, to
get to Harvard Square, get off at
Park Street and follow the Red
Line Signs saying Harvard. Harvard Square is alt he end o! the line
at the Harvard stop.
Going in the opposite direction
to Mattapan or Braintree, the Red
Line breaks into two branches on
its south leg at the Andrew stop.
The Braintree branch travels
through Quincy, but since Quincy
Market is really on the Waterfront
(any Green Line car to the
Haymarket stop) and not in

Commuting
Students

prefer to watch a game at Madison
Square Garden, Providence Civic
Center, and even the Hartford
Civic Center without its roof.
Nonetheless, the old Garden
usually features some fairly decent
athletic displays. Last year, the
Bruins took the invincible
Montreal Canadiens to seven
games before they yielded in their
Stanley Cup bid. This year, as in
every year, the Bruins should make
the playoffs. Once there, should
the Canadiens somehow be
eliminated, a Stanley Cup may
return to Boston.
As for the Celtics, optimism is
high for a return to the glory years
with Larry Bird's arrival. The
Garden faithful are looking for
great things from Indiana State's
"Mr. Everything" and teamed with
Boston's newest acquisition, M. L.
Carr, the Celts may make a little
continued pon page 22

.

Riding The ?T?
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Any Commutting Students

Quincy you probably won't have
to worry.
The other two lines are very
straight forward. The Orange Line

runs from Oak Grove north of
Boston through the North
Station/Boston Garden stop and

Haymarket, through downtown
and south to Forest Hills where the
terminus is linked up with the
Arborway Green Line station.
The Blue Line starts humbly in
the city at Bowdoin and runs
through Government Center out to
the harbor by the Aquarium and
then northeast out by Logan Airport winding up way north in
Revere at the Wonderland dog
track.

Every JOB SEEKER needs IT!
and The Last Word has IT!

interested in serving on the
Student Judicial Board

The Best RESUMES in Town
$25 to typeset & print 50 copies

Give us three days to typeset your resume
from your typed copy. Then visit us to proofread.
We make corrections, you return for a final approval.
We supervise the printing of another perfect resume
from

please contact the

UGBC office

Women have yet to enter into
the "big time" budget at BC. This
is dependent ofthe future of Title
IX and the course Patricia Harris
decides to initiate.
"As of now," says Ms.
Jeghalian, "we are not spending
equal per capita for men and
women, but let's face it, who is?"
Ms. Carson says, "Both men's
and women's sports need a sound
basis for money. If that is
successful, we will be in good

I

The Last Word
before, during & after the printer

creative services/tupesetting/stats
318 Harvard St.. Shop #9, Coolidge Corner Arcade, Brookline

(617)277-9625
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continued from page 1
library and to install smoke alarms.
These two costs, along with others
such as the architects fee, partially
accounts for the $2 million
increase. According to Campanella
"this is within the figures we were
talking about as of last spring.
Cost Consultants
Cost consultants have been
employed to help keep the project
costs of both the proposed theatre
and library within budget.
Interestingly, the contractor
building the new dormitory, Perini
Construction Company is acting as
a cost consultant on the theatre
design and is the contractor for the
nearly completed garage. Richard
E. White and Sons is cost consulting on the new library design.
Campanellaexplained "the way
we arrived at the cost consultant
for the library was the architect
and our physical plant people
asked five general contractors if
they would, for a fee, act as a cost

Consult

consultant on the library. Four
submitted bids and White was the
low bidder." According to Campanella, the same procedure was
used for selecting the cost consultant for the theatre.
When asked if this would

suggest that these contractors be

employed for the construction of
the buildings for which they are
acting as cost consultants, Campanella replied that "it says right in
our contract with them that this
doesn't prejudice or favor them in
any way as far as getting the contract."
Garage
Last June it was estimated that
the garage would be done by this
Thursday, the opening ofschool. It
is now promised that the garage
will be complete by the end of
September. This two week discrepancy will create a difficult
parking situation for the first two

Building Projects

weeks of school. According to
Campanella "the original estimates
were based on the progress ofthe
firm that was doing all the precaste work. Most of the major
pieces of the garage weremade offcampus and they were well ahead
of schedule." A problem in constructing the ramp inside the garage is causing the delay. Campanella said the ramp is more difficult to build than expected
because of its spiral design and also
because it is inaccessible to concrete trucks. A crane with a buck to
transport the concrete is not being
used to speed up the construction
process.
Another setback was beginning
construction without a complete
set of construction plans. Campanella explained that "the contractor usually on something like
this would have a complete set of
documents to build with before he
starts. But for this project, to speed
it up, we were designing and

Rape Frequent in Allston/Brighton
continued from page 19
coordinated at this time with
Assistnat Dean of Students Sister
Ann Morgan to hold rape prevention programs for BC women.
There have also been three
murders from December 27th to
July 17th in the Allston-Brighton
Community. Two Boston University students were murdered during the summer on Beacon Street
just outside of Cleveland Circle

where many Boston College students live in off-campus housing.
On August 18 thousands of

women, many of them students at
BC living in the Allston-Brighton

Community particpatedin a march
against violence against women
called "Women Unite Take Back
The Night." The march was sponsored by a coalition of women's
groups in Boston to demonstrate
the fear ofrape and violence felt by

participating in BC's meal point
plan will be purchasing food with
Wooden Nickels in additon to the
traditional points. Wooden
Nickels are tokens valued at S
cents that will serveas change from
the point, which this year carries a
monetary value of 70 cents.
A student can use the Wooden
take another item that cost 22 cents
or less, or lose the difference.
In the snack bars such as Eagle's
Nest, the implementation of the
use of the Wooden Nickels will
alleviate the unnecessary purchasing of extra foods such as pretzels
or candy to make up the difference
between the value ofthe point and
the cost ofthe food purchased, or
forfeiting part of a point's buying
power.
The meal plan at BC was revised
three years ago when points were
accepted at the Eagle's Nest, Lyon's
Hall and the Snake and Apple, all
of which had previously been run
on a cash-only basis. According to
John Callahan,Director of Dining
Nickels as cash in the BC dining
facilities that issue them. Unlike
points, which are non-trnsferable,
all Wooden Nickels are identical
ans interchangable.
Here is an example of the point
plan's previous disadvantage: a
student purchaseing an item that
cost 45 cents could not receive cash
as change for the 67 cent point.
(Last year's value.) He could either

Services, the point plan has been
successful and widely accepted at
BC because of its flexibility.
Callahan says that the students
felt they were not getting their
moneys worth, and believes the
Wooden Nickel program will
remedy the atmosphere of dissatisfaction. He thinks Wooden

Dormitory
The construction schedule for
the new dormitory, originally
slated for 18 months was reduced
last June to 15 months in an
attempt to have the facility completed by September 1980. After
two months of construction the
new dorm is on schedule.
There has been no cost increase
so far for the new dormitory. The
total project cost is set at 10
million.
If delays do arise in the construction of the dormitory, Campanella said the plan would be to
"put our emphasis into 100%completion of a whole wing so we can
at least occupy a wing" by
September 1980. If the facility is
not completely open by this date,
Campanella said that the university would become involved in
"accepting students with housing
and saying don't count on having a
bed until October 1."

women. According to a flyer put
out by the coalition, the march was
held to "say that violence is a part

of our lives that we will no longer
tolerate."
Other crimes committed in the
Allston-Brighton Community
include 72 robberies, 791 incidents
of breaking and entering, and 114
incidents of aggravatedassault.
All statistics are from the
Boston Police Department year-todate report.

Wooden Nickles; Change for Points
by Ann Maini and BarbJuhas
Starting this semester, students

building at the same timeand that
took an awful lot ofcoordination."

Nickels will provide a functional
way to return change.
Callahan is credited with the
idea of bringing Wooden Nickels
to the Dining Service.
While
visiting Southboro, Mass., he and
his wife came across a specialized
grocer who used wooden nickels as
a novelty item in giving change.
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Even More Boston Sports
continuedfrom page 20
this season, with the loss of their this Sunday, chances are you won't
this
season. Bill Fitch will Schaefer Stadium home and star see the "Teas" in action unless you
noise
coach the Celtics this year and Mike Flanagan. Residing at BU's> stay in Boston during the summer.
Dave Cowens will leave his bench Nickerson Field, the Tea Men this If you do, the Tea Men should be
duties in favor of more court time. year fell well short of their sur- back in Foxboro next year and
Both Celtic and Bruin tickets are prisingly successful inaugural should play more competitive
available and the Garden is easily campaign. With the Soccer Bowl soccer.
!
accessible. The simplest way to get
there is by trolley and the green
line leads to the Garden directly by
way of its North Station stop.
Despite conditions of the Garden
continuedfrom page i
itself, tickets for a Bruin or Celtic
followed. An RA can submit a
game are steep and what would within the confines ofthe registered report about offenders to the Dean
generally be expected for area, and making sure that those of Students' Office.
Cotter says that parties in these
Professional athletics. An unusual attending are of legal age. The
value is available in what is known methods of doing so are left to the dormitory areas will be "nowhere
as "obstructed view." If you don't discretion of the students responsi- near" as widespread as they used to
mind having a pillar before you, a ble.
be, but emphasizes that students
Celtic or Bruin game may well fall
RA's will continue to be responsi- who are 20 have the right to conwithin your budget.
ble for their floors, and may sume alcohol, as long as they abide
New England's soccer team, the periodically check any party to by the proper procedures of regulaTea Men, had a tough beginning
insure that regulations are being tion.

Drinking Rules

Welcome Class of 1983

TH

Thursday

Thursday September 6
Classes begin. Financial Clearance
continues.in More Hall 211.
Confirmation of registration
begins and will continue through

Friday, September 14.

Drop/Add period begins.

7:3 (I p.m."Alternatives in
America" slide show on New-age
communities and groups by two
Findhorn members. Covers
wholislie healing, food co-ops,
self-sufficient ecology and cooperative group living. Will be
followed ibis semester by ;t new
course - SC 563.01. In Murray
Conference Room in McElroy.

-

jjl<*£'/*

Friday. September 7
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Student
Activities Day. Open House for all
clubs and organizations in their

McElroy offices or.on the Campus \u25a0ffj

(i tee

WESTERN

j|

and psychological /spirit ual
approaches - Gandhi, American
"New Age" communities, and
humanistic socialist movements.
Sociology 563.01 undergraduates
welcome. Thursdays 1:30 in Lyons
Hall 207 (Replaces course on
Democratic Socialism).

I

I
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1 coupon per person
expires 9/29/79

Salad, Sandwiches, Chili and
Breakfast Served

1918 Beacon Street
Cleveland Circle
Boston, Massachusetts
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and successful school year.
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More ANNOUNCEMENTS
Events
Alpha Epsilon Delta will be
holding its first general meeting on
Wednesday, September 12 at 5:00
p.m. in the Fulton Debating Room.
All members tire urged to attend.
The UGBC Cultural Committee
will have its first meeting on Monday. September 10th at 7:00 p.m.
in Murray Conference Room.
Plans for first semester will be
announced. Available committee
positions will be discussed.
New course on Social Alter-'
nati es
"Evolution of Social
Chari'e" examining both political

We At
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IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Absolutely, positively, really, and for sure...

Massachusetts Drinking age is 20 years old
You MUST have proper identification no story, regardless of
originality or cleverness, will be listened to.
We urge all students not holding a Massachusetts Drivers
License to obtain from the Registry of Motor Vehicles a Liquor

-

Purchase I.D.
This, or a Mass License, will be acceptedby all Mass. Packies.
Bars, etc.
Do this NOW to avoid the rush of returning students.
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Preview

Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

Heights Interview With Ed

Chlebek

?We?re Going After Tennessee?

By Bob Holmes
On September 15, Ed Chlebek

Do you feel like you've got more
pressure to win this season?
begins his second season as head Chlebek: No. Everyone wants to
coach of Boston College. He says win. It doesn't matter what game
*the events of the past year are you play you want to win. I
behind him and forgotten, but probably would like to win more so
there are many people who will that a lot of people and probably
take a special interest in this commore this year than I ever have, but
ing season and who have not I think that what has happened if
forgotten. He is not in an easy all behind me. I really don't look
position especially with the back. I'm looking ahead and both
schedule BC faces this year. The eyes are on what we're trying to
37 year old coach took some time accomplish.
out last week to respond to questions about the 1979 season.
Heights: Going into this season, "I'm looking ahead and both eyes
thereis a general concensus that BC are on what we're trying to
will be 1-3 after the first four accomplish."
games of the year. Realistically,
Ed Chlebek
with the schedule we face this year
what does your crystal ball tell
you?
Chlebek: At this time we aren't The Heights: What changes in
even thinking about- the total philosophy if any have occured
season. The only thing we're trysince last year?
ing to do is get ready mentally and Chlebek: Well, we worked real
physically to play that first football hard on the blend on preparing our
game. We're goingafter Tennessee offense and defense. We want to
and we're not talking about get as much of a blend of passing
anything else. I can really honestly and running, inside and outside
say I haven't thought about the
and things like that. We did a lot
total season at all and I'm not going of research on the off-season plus
to. We're going to take one game spring ball. We worked on some
at a time and that's not a coaches things to see what our peocliche hut that's the truth. We're ple could do and I think we're a litjust gonna work like crazy to get tle closer to knowing what they can
ourselves ready.
do this year than we were last year.
Heights: After last year's 0-11
You can only run so much. We
season you must subconsciously run the veer; we run the split backs
have one eye focused ahead and and we run the l-formation. and
one eye looking over your shoulder we throw the ball out of both.
to see what's going on behind you.
The Heights: Last year the offense

weaknessesof this unit?
Jay Pala/ola is our
Chlebek
quaterback, and I think so far I've
been very salified with our execution 1 Our offensive line looks
much improved with Bill
Chaplick in there and we've got
one more year experience with the
offense. Conway and Benjamin are
looking good at fullback. Actually,
other than Conway we don'thave a
veteran back. Thai's going to be
an area those young kids have to
come through. We'll have two
freshmen and a sophomore in there
besides Conway. We're going to
have to work like crazy on execution and hope that we can get kids
ready to play in time.
Ed Chlebek's Career
The Heights: How is Palazola
1963 Graduated from Western looking as quarterback?
Chlebek: He's looking real good.
Michigan University.
Jay's had a real good spring and a
Quarterback
1963-65
for the
good pre-fall. He's going to have a
New York Jets.
good season.
1965-67 Moved to Ottawa Rough
Riders of the CFL.
"We went through a terrible year
1967-69 Graduate assistant last year and nobody wants that to
coach at Eastern Michigan. happen again."
Earned master's degree in Ed Chlebek

education.

1969-73 Offensive coordinatorat
Eastern Michigan.
1973-74 Assistant coach with the
Detroit Wheels of the defunct
WFL.
1974-76 Notre Dame assistant
coach under Dan Devine.
1976-78 Head coach at Eastern
Michigan. First season was 2-9.
Second season was 8-3.
1978 to present BC's head football coach.

Prediction Time For BC Football
By Rich Hoey
that time of year again, when
Small stores and magazine everyone from Jimmy the Greek to
stands have been literally mobbed your local priest is predicting the
the past few weeks as enthusiastic outcome of the upcoming season.
customers await their turn to If these so-called prognasticators
purchase the current issue of have any valisity behind their
Playboy magazine.
Why has predictions than BC is in for a long

.

was plagued by injuries and mental
mistakes that led to a BC record of
53 fumbles. Looking at the
offense, who will play quaterback,
and what will be the strengths and

Playboy because as he states, "I
don't mud Playboy. My wife won't
let me."
Tim Cohane, organizor of the
East Indies Conference, picks BC
to finish 6-5 whileErnie Roberti>of
the Boston Globe sees a possibility
ofa repeat oflast years disaster. So
who does the average fan believe?
The answer is no one. Correctly
predicting the outcome ofa season
before it starts is absurd, especially
with a team like BC. In the past
few yearsBC has been as predictable as the New England weather.

"/ don't read Playboy. My wife
won't let me."
Ed Chlebek
1976 the underdog Eagles
stunned Texas 14-13 and three
weeks later they lost to a weak
Florida Slate team. Lastyear they
fooled everyone,finishing a dismal
0-11.
The Eagles were hurt by a combination of things last year.
Injuries, which cannot be
predicted, and lack of confidence
also hurt the Eagles. This year,
witha host of lettermen returning,
Ihe prospects look brighter. The
schedule, however, is not any
easier. The early part is parseason.
ticularly brutal, with contests
Playboy predicts a 3-8 season for against Tennessee, Villanova,
BC. According to Playboy, BC is a Stanford,
and Pittsburgh. Playboy
troubled team. Injuries and a doesnot
see a BC victory in any of
shakey situation at quarterback
the four games while Cohane
will hurt the team. Chlebek avoids
predicts only one victory that
especially
ones in
predictions,

linebacker. What is the situation
this year?
Chlebek: We have a depth
problem totally, and that's one
thing that we'rereally hoping some
ofthe freshmen will come through
early for us and give us some
depth. If they come through then
we will be much better. But you
always worry about that.
The Heights: How much help
overall do you expect from the
freshmen this year?
Chlebek: Quite a bit. I think eight
or ten players will contribute early.
Itsawfully early at this stage to sat
this guy this guy and this guy but I
think just looking at it totally I'd

AP Pre-Season Poll
LAST YEAR'S
RECORD
TEAM
1. USC
12-1
2. Alabama
11-1
3. Oklahoma
11-1
4. Texas
9-3
5. Perm State
11-1
6. Purdue
9-2-1
7. Michigan
10-2
8. Nebraska
9-3
The Heights: A lot of alumni 9.Notre Dame
9-3
will not be pleased to see Palazola 10. Michigan State 8-3
slot,
and
return to the quaterback
11. Georgia
9-2-1
feel that he is more suited for a 12. Missouri
8-4
running back position?
Stanford ***
13.
8-4
Chlebek: I know, but I'm never 14. Texas A&M
8-4
going to coach that way. I'm doing
15. Washington
7-4
whatT think is best for the team. 16.Houston
9-3
what
other
doing
you
Once
start
17. Pittsburgh***
8-4
people want you're going to
18.Arizona State 9-3
going
and
become
you're
to
change
19. Florida State
8-3
things that you don't think are
20. Arkansas
9-2-1
right. We're going to do it. If it ***BC opponents
I
\u25a0
doesn't work out....
The Heights: On the other side, say about eight. i think we
recruited an excellent class.
we lost Fred Smerlas to the NFL
What are your
that is a tremendous loss. Again, The Heights:
about
the
schedule this
feelings:
What are the strengths and
year?
weaknesses of the defense?
Chlebek: I think our defense is Chlebekli definitely is a tough
going to be really good. I think schedule. There's no .question
about it I think that when you
we've got great team speed on
defense. I think we've got alot of talk about three of the first four
aggressiveness anxl a lot of our ball games against top twenty
as lough as anybody
guys that played well last year are teams that's
in
the
But you beat
plays
country.
our
secondary
hack. We've got
good
people.
lhe
Thai's
our gottl.
back,
backs, our linebackers
our
end back and'we've got Steve Live- Heights: Do you have any predictions for this year?
ly back. We're going to be a much
I done make predicimproved defensive ballclub. Chlebek:
tions.
We
wenl through a terrible
peoWe're going to surprise some
year last year and nobody wanls
ple defensively.
do
The Heights: Last year on thai to happen again. We'll
defense, depth was a problem that anything we can ti> slop that from
happening.
led to a freshman being switched to
?

.

c

In

Playboy become such a hot item
this month? No, its not the section
featuring the Ivy women and its
not he interview with Pete Rose. It
is, of course, the annual college

football predictions which are
causing such a stir. Yes fans, its

V

J
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Soccer Cleared For Take-off To Eastern Surpremacy
by Bob Holmes

The Boston College soccer team
is coming off a season in which
they set the following six records.

- -- -

1. Wins in a season 13.
2. Winning percentage .722.
3. Lowest GA average .99.
4. Shutouts in a season 8.
5. Most OT wins in a season 4.
6. Fewest shutouts by opponent
1.

This year the team will play
defending NCAA champion, the
San Francisco Dons, and perenial
soc/*r powerSt. Louis University.
Can they improve then on last
year's 13-5 record? "It's hard to
say becauseofthe schedule," states
Coach Ben Brewster. "I think we
can always get better, and its possible that we can win more games
than we did last year, especially
with the twenty game schedule."
There's no doubt that with the
schedule the Eagles play, it will be
hard to match last year's statistical
performance. However, BC could
end up with only twelve wins
despite having a team that is much
improved over last year's record
setters.

The captains and defensive
anchors of the squad are senior
goalie Tom McElroy and senior
Emerson Davis. McElroy had the

lowest goals against average ofany
goalie in BC history (.99) last year.
Part of his success is due to the
play of sweeper Emerson Davis.
An All-East selection last year,
Davis this year could attain AllAmerican status.
Goal scoring has been a continues thorn in the side of BC
soccer but this year five ofBC's top
six scorers are returning. Junior
Rich Whalen, senior Charlie
Brown and Louis Papadellis tied
for the team scoring lead with
seven points. Whalen led the team
with six goals. Depth has been
added to this year's squad,
something that was missing last
year. This depth has led to
increased competition for starting
berths and as increase in talent.
1
i
"Overall we're a lot more solid.
The potential is there."
Ben Brewster
Another reason for optimism
going into this season is the trip
that some of the players took last
spring. The members that went
played in eight games in Bermuda,
Barbados,Florida and California.
The team took on the Fort Lauder-

dale Strikers of the NASL and the
Once again getting people into
San Jose Sockers in California. As Alumni Stadium to see the games
Brewster stated, "Those guys have could be as challengingas beating a
to have a little bit more experience. San Francisco or St. Louis. Senior
Overall we're a lot more solid. The Paul Zientek echoes his teammates
potential is there. Not that we're feelings when he states, "I'm fed
going out and hammer a St. Louis up with playing out there surbut we can definitely go out and rounded by empty seats." This
maybe hold our own."
year there will be a 50 cents charge

1979 BOSTON COLLEGE
Day

SEPTEMBER
Mon. 10
Fri. 14
Tues. 18
Frl. 21
Tues. 25
Thur. 27
Sat. 29

OCTOBER
Wed. 3
Mon. 8
Wed. 10
Fri. 12
Wed. 17
Sat. 20
Wed. 24
Sat. 27
Wed. 31
NOVEMBER

Sal. J

Tues. 6
Sat. 10
Mon. 12

Opponent

Saint Louis

SOCCER SCHEDULE
site

Time

"~"

Vermont
Stonehill

Chestnut Hill
Chestnut Hill
Easton
Chestnut Hill

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Babson
Tufts
Nicholas

Wellesley
Medford

3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

New Hampshire

last year's success Alumni will not
sell out. "I'm not that concerned
about it. My first consern is to put
a tearn on the field. I think the
word is around. We have some
tickets sold to different games. We
have some groups coming in. If

Chestnut Hill

Boston U.
Bentley
San Francisco
Connecticut
MIT
Providence
Brandeis
Keene
Rhode Island

Boston
Chestnut Hill
Chestnut Hill
Storrs
Cambridge
Chestnut Hill
Waltham
Chestnut Hill
Kingston

8:00 p.m.
1:30p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Massachusetts
SMU
Bridgeport
Holy Cross

Amherst
Chestnut Hill
Bridgeport
Chestnut Hill

2:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

"/ think wecan do it. It's exciting.
Maybe we have turned the corner."
Ben Brewster

everything went right and we had a
decent night for theSt. Louis game
we might get two or three thousand
people." The team will try to have
a little demonstration on the dustbowl this week to gain attention.
As for the students Brewster says,
"We need their help to win."
Help will also come from a
talented group of recruits. New
comers like goalie Gordon
Farkouh, Ken Bovell of Trinidad,
John Caroll, and Tony Zarba, a
transfer from Westfield St. should
bolster the squad in every area.

More depth, more experience,
and more intersquad competition
per game or a $2.00 season pass for signals a new beginning for the
students. This is a minimal soccer team. With St. Louis and
amount and it all goes to the team. San Francisco coming into Alumni
(The ticket office in Roberts has it could be an excellent year not
info on how to buy tickets.)
only for the team but also for the
Hopefully people will show up to fans. As Brewster states, "I think
see a few games but Coach we can do it. It's exciting. Maybe
Brewster is well aware that despite we have turned the corner."

Plex To Be Renamed In Flynn?s Honor
favor of paying $32.00 to finance
An already event packed the construction of the new
Homecoming Weekend (October facility.
12-14) will have a resounding
climax when on Sunday afternoon
On Sunday, the day will begin
Boston College will honor Athletic with a dedication ceremony at
Director Bill Flynn by the renamwhich the new name will be
ing of the Recreation Complex the unveiled in front of the
Plex.
"William J. Flynn Student RecreaAfterwards there will be a
Complex."
tion
testimonial dinner in the Plex at
which over 1000 people are
expected to attend. The cost ofthe
entire affair will be approximately
$25,000. Most of this will be raised
by the $20.00 ticket price. To
insure student attendance, certain
alumni will be asked to buy tickets
thaw would then be used by students.
by Bob Holmes

The honor comes to Flynn
because it was his determination to
have a recreational center for students that led to the building of the
Plex in 1972. Flynn overrode the
will of the Board of Trustees to not
build a student center by going to
the students. A ? referndum was
placed on the ballot and BC students voted overwhelmingly in

Prior to Sunday's events,
Homecoming will be a whirlwind
of activity. Friday will start the
weekend off with an attempt to

crack the Guiness Book of World
Records in the Dustbowl. That
night the Homecoming Ball takes
place in McElroy. The King and
Queen will be chosen at the Ball.
Tickets for the Ball are only $6.00,
down from last year's $7.50 tab.
Saturday morning will start off

with a parade beginning at upper
campus and winding down Commonwealth Avenue. Three floats
are already entered in the parade
and the final total is expected to be
around ten floats.
As soon as the parade ends the
Road Race will begin inside the
Stadium. The course is 3.5 miles
and this past week Etonic Shoes
became the race sponsor.
While all this is going on there
will be a barbeque on Shea Field
with Banjo Dan and the Midnite
Plowboys providing the entertain-

Gridiron Club Formed
By Rick Renna

Student support will be the
focus ofa newly formed organization in the Athletic Department
ment.
this year. The new group,named
Club",
the
"Gridiron
Following the game and later will concentrate on the promotional
that night there will be a concert in aspects of BC football while formRoberts Center featuring Boston ing a spirited student following.
groups Luna and Dutch Courage.
The enthusiatic support of the
student body is an important
The weekend will probably be ingresient in developinga winning
the busiest ofthe year around here football program. This season, the
and if the football team, can help, it Eagles will face a tough home
schedule opening against Johnny
could be one ofthe best.
Majors' Tennessee Volunteers,
followed by Villanova, West
Virginia, Tulane, and U .Mass.
The entire team has been working hard all summer and early fall

to get ready for the challenge ofthe
'79 season. Now it's up to you-the
students of Boston College to
provide that intangible spirit and
enthusiasm that has always been
part of the tradition of winning
seasons at the Heights!
With opening day less than two
weeks away (Sept. 15, 6:00p.m.)
there is much to be done in a short
space of time to provide the oncampus publicity that the
Tennessee game deserves. An
organizational meeting of the
Gridiron Club is set for Wednesday Sept. 5 at 7:00 p.m. in Roberts
Center Rm. 106. Ail interested students are welcome. So come and be
a part of the fun and excitementof
BC football this year.

-
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A Tough Schedule, But The Wins Should Come
by Charlie Simmons

Coach Ed Chlebek stated prior
to last years disaster that he wished
to make Boston CoNege's football
program equal to that of Notre
Dame's. Well, this is the year
Chlebek finds out whether he'll be
at the Heights long enough to do
so. The Eagle's schedule is tough
yet manageable. Tennessee, Stanford and Pittsburgh bring
challenges earlyand often, with the
latter two reeping the benefits of
the "home field advantage."
BC starts off with Tennessee on
September 15. Tennessee comes
north for the first of back to back
hdVne games for the Eagles. BC's
only victory over the Vols came in
their 1941 Sugar Bowl appearance.
The Volunteers squeaked past BC
in the two teams only previous
meeting (1977) 24 -|8 in Knoxville. Coach John Majors welcomes
37 returning lettermen in his third
year at the helm. Plagued by
mediocrity, the Vols hope to
resume their rebuilding program
where it was discontinued last
season at a 5 -5 -I mark. Offensively. Tennessee is a sound club
capable of lightning explosions.
QB Jimmy Streater is an AilAmerican candidate who completed 51% of his passes a year ago
for 2011 yards. The running game
is an established one, anchored by
(ilenn Ford and Gary Moore.
Defensively, Tennessee is
vunerable. The Vols are short on
linebackersand defensiveends and
unsettled in the secondary.
Unsettled that is except for one
flashy cornerback named Roland
James. James (62". 190) rales No.
2 on the NFL prospect list of
defensive backs in America. He
intercepted seven passes last
season (I TD) and is a force Jay
Palazola must reckon with when
looking to pass. If the BC Veer
clicks with consistency the Eagles
have a shot but Tennessee should
prevail by 10.
Villanova (Sept. 22) After the
Tennessee game a much .needed
breather for the Eagles. This is a
rebuilding year for the Wildcats
who were 5 -6 a year ago. The
biggest loss and hardest player to
replace is wishbone fullback Vince
Thompson, an All-East standout.
Such speedbacks as Mike Told,
Dana Shellon, plus slashing
Shawn Passman (7 TD's 8 44 pts.)
will do most of the early running
for Villanova. QB Pat O'Brien is
adequate while working with a
fine corp of receivers. Defensively,
BC's Palazola should have a field
dav. picking the secondary apart.
The Wildcat .defensive line is solid.
BC must pass to win. Prediction:
Eagles by 16.
Stanford (Sept. 29) Ranked
13th in the AP preseason poll, the
Cardinals were 8 -4 last season
including a Bluebonnetl victory
over Georgia. New coach Rod
Dowhower's squad is paced by
junior All-American halfback
Darrin Nelson. Nelson is the only
person in college football history to
rush for 1.000 yards,and catch 50
passes in the same season (he's
turned the trick in both 1977 and
78). The graceful Nelson is
recovering from a torn hamstring
tendon suffered last spring but
should be ready by the lime BC
heads west.
On offense, where the Cards
return six starters from their 8 -4
club, the focal point is quarterback
Turk Schonerl. a fifth year senior.
The receivers are I here led by Ken
Margerum (6'l", 175) who paced
the Pac 10 with 53 catches for 912
yards. The offensive line has size
and depth and defensively Stanford ranked second in Pac 10 passing defense last season. And if
that's not enough, kicking
specialist Ken Naber averages 39.8

yards per punt and led the Cardinal
team in scoring a year ago with 65
points. Advice: BC stay

Eagles who should ramble by 9.
Miami (Oct. 20) Always tough
at home, the Hurricanes have an
home!Prediction: Stanford by as exciting new coach in Howard
Schnellenberger the former Miami
much as 21.
Pittsburgh (Oct. 6) The Dolphins offensive coordinator.
Panthers still have plenty of talent Miami's success rests upon its
on hand as Coach Jackie Sherrill defense led by linebacker Mozell
attempts to blend more passing Anson (126 tackles in '78) and QBinto his offensive repetoire. A mulsacker Barry Gonzolez at defensive
tiple pro set will be installed to go end. Halfback Otis Anderson is the
with an already existing "I". Durteam's biggest loss to graduation, a
ing the last four seasons, Pitt void that appears unfilled. Ken
chalked up an impressive McMillian (53/108, 611 yards, 7
29 -6 -l mark, fifth best in the int., 3 TD) is the QB and he throws
nation. In fact. BC has lost five in the direction of two fine
consecutive contests to the receivers; splitend Pat Walker
Panthers including last season's (185) and Hanker Jim Joiner (193),
32 -16 trouncing at Alumni. Pitt is both juniors. BC has never
a young, junior laden, but hard managed a vicotry in the Orange
nosed and talented. The Panthers Bowl, losing 7 of 7 attempts
have an exceptionalsignal caller in including a 13-6 decision in 1977.
Rick Trocano (138/283, 1648 Prediction: A toss up, with not
guess.
yards) the offensive line and
Army (Oct. 27) The Cadets were
running game led by Freddy
Jacobs (634 yards, 9 TD) 4 -6 -I last year, managing a
is well-stacked and improved. 29 -26 win over BC when the
Defensively, Pitt has managed to Eagles failed on a last second field
help itself via therecruitment route goal attempt. Lou Saban has
and should be extremely strong moved from Miami to West Point.
against the rush, led by two-time His task, to turn the Army football
Ail-American Hugh Green. Picked program around as quick as possi17th in the AP poll, this is the year ble. In listing the strengths of this
of the Pitt Panthers. BC faulters by Army team, Saban turns to the
12.
defensive line and the linebackers
West Virginia (Oct. 13( The first. Tackle George Mayes (All
Eagles return home against the ECAC in '78) and linebacker John
Mountaineers iof West Virginia. Hillard are experienced and will
WVU. 2 -9 last season, has never
managed a win in Alumni.
Receiver Cedric Thomas headlines
29 returning lettermen (16 starters)
The
team
boasts
a
deplealed back field with QB Dutch
Hoffman posing the only real
threat. Hoffman clicked on 105 of
25 l passes, in 1978, for 1477 yards
and nine TD's. Thomas is a
brilliant wideout who can fly in the
deep pattern. His sidekick, soph
Darrel (Coasl-to-Coast) Miller is
also a long ball threat. The deep
secondary figures to be the
strongest feature of the defensive
platoon. Senior Jerry Holmes is
destined for post season honors,
while.loeJones,Jody McKown and
Fulton Walker are more than adequate. The Mountaineers
weaknesses lie in their offensive
and defensive lines, a plus for the

thus log a lot of playing time for
the Cadets. Offensively, Army is
solid at QB with Earl Mulrane
(103/222, 1419 yards, 13 int. 5
TD) Jimmy Hill, the teams leading
rusher (678 yards) and scorer (66
pts.) will be a sparkplug. Prediction: BC turns the trick and wins
by a fieldgoal at Michie Stadium.
Tulane (Nov. 3) The Eagles
return home against the Green
Wave of Tulane. The Green Wave
squeaked past BC a year ago 9-3 in
the Superdome. Seventeen starters
are returning which ensures
Tulane of experience and depth.
The Wave's biggest concern is its
offensive line. QB Rich Hontas
however should more than make
up for the depletion. Hontas, an
honorable mention All-American,
boasts ofa 56.8% pass completion
stat
108/190 for 1350 yards.
Marvin Christian (879 yards)
returns at tailback and is offset by
fullback Willard Browner. Big gun
for Tulane is soccer kicker Ed
Murray, with 57 points last year.
He hit 12 of 18 field goals, missed
only once inside the 35, and kicked
a 54 yarder. Ordinarily, this would
be scored as an even contest, but,
BC has the homefield and the vic-

.

ii'th -car coach Frank Maluney.

(jB Bill Hurley is the catalist ofthe
team,

: .il

s

sire

a superb option football
"iller. he's quick and has a
pas'.ngarm.

Coupled with

run. '-receiver Art Monk and
soph breakaway Joe Morris the
Orangemen look to put a lot of
points on the board. Defensively,
things are down right discouraging
for the Syracuse team. The "D"
gave up over 4300 yards and
almost 300 points last fall and any
relief rests only with incoming
recruits. Prediction: Could be the
best game of the season. Too bad
it's in NY. Syracuse by 6.
Massachusetts (Nov. 24)
Revenge is in the offing. UMass
has only managed two wins against
the Eagles during the past 13
seasons. The second of those wins
was last years 27-0 disgrace at
Amherst. Graduation has taken its
toll on the Minutemen but QB
Mike McEvilly (80%201. 1064
yards, 12 TD) and tackle Karl
Nyholm remain to pace the
offense. Defensively, coach Bob
Pickett must repair both his front
line and his linebackers. Should be
a laugher for BC.
Holy Cross (Dec. 1) QB Peter
Colombo is gone and so go HC's
tory.
Syracuse (Noov. 17) Offenchances for a victory. BC makes up
sively, the Orangemen are as good for the past two years.
Final Prediction: Win 6 Lost 4
as any team in the land. The
defense though is the worry for Toss Up I

-
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Time For
Your
Predictions
against Villanova.

Roberts views the Villanova
the key contest in the early
season. Of the first four games
this s the only one they have a
chance in. If they should lose to
Villanova they may neverrecover.
They must win as early game to
gain some confidence. Otherwise,
according to Roberts. "BC could be
0-9 by the time UMass rolls
around."
Strees and Smith's College football book makes the statement that
"If Chlebek's Eagles's can
weather that early storm
(schedule), they should be able to
rebound and make something of
the '79 season." However, that
same book makes BC underdogsin
9 of 1 I games.
There is one flaw in these
predictions. They are looking at
last year. This is not last year's
team. This year's team is a year
older and a year wiser. Let's give
them the benefit ofthe doubt. This
is still preseason, a time to be
oplomistic. One thing is certain
BC will not beany worse than they
were last year be even better.
game as

.
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Intramural And Tryont News
|Women's

Varsity field hockey
Tryouts
Important meeting Tuesday, September 11,
Wednesday, September 5f
at spm in McHugh 'Forum
"
3:30-6:oopm at Shea Field
ah candidates for the men's golf teamwiii Freshmen/Transfers- Monday
meet in Roberts Center Lobby at 4:3opm
Sept. 3rd at 3:3opm at
on Friday, September 7th. Try-outs will

All Varsity Men's Lacrosse Candidates

start the week of Sept. 10. There will be no
tryouts in the spring

Shea Field

Women's Tennis Tryouts Incoming Freshmen/Transfers-Newcomers: Wednesday,
September 5,7am at the complex. All Others:Thursday, September 6, at 7am at Complex

Women's Volleyball Organizational
Meeting: Friday, September 7 at
7:oopm in McElroy student Lounge
Try-Outs: September 10-14
from 6:00-9:00 pm at the Complex
intramural

are end of the respective season if
no forfeits have occured. No
Community undergraduates, late entries will be accepted,
graduates, and employees.
All team sports will have
posted
Rosters for team sports may schedulesßstandings
be picked up in the intramural every week. Individuals may
office in the sports complex, sign up for a team sport in the
Each roster must be returned intramural office and be added
before the deadline date with a to an existing team. Copies of
$15 nonrefundable fee which rules in each sport will be
helps pay for referee's available in the IM offfice.
expenses. A separate $15 bond
Tournaments are run year
will be required with all rosters, long in the sports complex.
The $15 will be returned at the There is no charge for tournaAll

events

open to the Boston College

-

Mens Touch Football*
Coed Softball*
Womens Touch Football
Mens Touch Football*
Coed Softball*
Womens Touch Football*
Mens Tennis Doubles Tournament
Womens Tennis Singles Tournament
Coed Racquetball Doubles Tournament
Mens Racquetball Singles Tournament
Womens Racquetball Singles Tournament

Sian Ud
Sept. 6-13

o ian UD

.

Sent
X 17 21

.

Mens Handball Singles Tournament
Womens Squash Singles Tournament
Womens Ping Pong Singles Tournament

cl n
59

Mens Ice Hockey*

Sign up:

UCI,

Coed Road Race

uE'

1 0

'"

Oct. 1-5

On CONJUNCTION WITH Homecoming Football

Sat Oct 13
11 am Alumni

Womens Basketball*
Coed Indoor Track Meet

Sign up
Nov. 5-9
Mon., Nov. 26
7:30 pm Complex

Game)
Mens Basketball*

Tennessee Volunteers
vs.

Boston College
Saturday September 15 at 6PM

Student Season Tickets
On Sale Now
In Roberts Center
Come see
the Eagles take on one of the toughest
teams in the Southeast Conference

Soccer Opens Its 1979 Season Next
Monday Against St. Louis University

Stadium

ments. Sigh-up dates are posted
for each tournament on the
intramural
schedules.
'
Individuals should sigh-up for
It is the responsibility of each
respective
their
tournament on player to get in touch with their
the sheets located on the opponent to set up a date and
bulletin boards in the corridor time to play their match. Each
next to the intramural office, round will have a deadline date
After the sigh-up deadline date, and all matches must be played
individuals' names and before that date or both players
telephone numbers will then be will be terminated out of the
put on a draw sheet for the
tournament. All winning
single elimination competition. players will advance themselves
Players, will be seeded, if possi- 0 n the draw sheets.
ble.
?_ ?
? \u25a0\u25a0_ ? ? __»
? _..
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"PRE-"SEASON SkTsALe"'
Rossi Olin \u2605 Hart
Hexcel Saloman
Look > all famous brands on sale!

**

J

\u25a0 Obermeyer&Skyr
Heart & Print
|T-necks have arrived! Backpacks 81 |
|Daypacks as low as $13"! Completel
Ski Packages.. .$199"!

j

JRossignol

TENNIS \u2605 RACQUETBALL
SQUASH sale in progress!

!
rUnr Ski & Tennis
c
|T :: Cholet^ 3rjr flve
I

964-0820

(Comm. & Centre St.)
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Stop in at any Lafayette store listed below, show your student I.D. card
and save an additional 10% on every item in this ad.* Save on name
brands like Akai, Advent, Sanyo, Kenwood, KLH, Technics, etc., etc.

I

Don't Be Late!

When you want to keep it quiet, use
the Audio Technica ATH-1 stereo
headphone. Superlightweight, yet
you won't miss a note.

Be on time for early classes or late
dates. Superscope Imperial ditigal
AM-FM Clock-Radio with LED
day-date calendar, 60-minute sleep
timer and snooze switch.
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Sale 24.99
Student Discount 2.50

22.49

You Pay
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You Pay

17.95

26.99

Lafayette, BSR, KLH stereo phono
system?when music fits the mood.
This bargain consists of the
Lafayette LR-2020 20-watt AM-FM
stereo receiver, BSR 250S automatic turntable with ADC cartridge,
and two great KLH 331 X speaker
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Sale 159.99
Student Discount 16.00

You Pay

"<* Says
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143.99

Sale 333.00
Student Discount 33.30

You Pay

299.70

'

saugus

natick

danvers
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Reg. 449.92

*Offer also good on any item in the store (excluding sale items). Offer expires September 29.
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Reg. 179.99

You Pay 2/1.97
,_,

You Pay

Get Away From It!

2/1.52 r?i US:

Sale 2/2.19
Student Discount
.22

\u25a0

2.00

sette deck, 3-speed automatic record changer, hinged dust cover and
pair of deluxespeaker systems.

'
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29.99
Student Discount 3.00

When it's time to relax?Symphonic

c-90 90-Minute

I

19.95

AM/FM stereo receiver with cas-

Reg. 2.19 ea.
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Breaktime!

Blank Cassette Tape Sale. Get it all
down at 2 for the price of one. No
limit during this sale.
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Reg- 29.95

You Pay

Don't Forget!

Instant recall of an entire lecture,
Superscope Imperial portable battery/AC cassette recorder with
built-in condenser mike
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Sale
'
Student Discount

Reg. 34.99
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Tape It!

It's All Yours!

Endicott Plaza
Phone 774-6494

1400 Worcester SI.
Phone 875-6146

BOSTON

WEST ROXBURY
(Rt.

1048 Commonwealth
Phone 267-8900
"FREE PARKING IN REAR"
Aye.

1526 VFW Pkwy.
Phone 327-0300

Saugus Plaza Shpg. Ctr.

Rt.

1 &
phone

1)

Walnut St.

BURLINGTON

Vinebrook Plaza
Phona 273-1785
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The Heights Is Looking For You!
What you are holding in your hands is the product of the skills
and labor of a number of Boston College students who are
part of THE HEIGHTS. All you have to do is take a little
initiative to come by our office and you can be a part of THE
HEIGHTS. Tell us what you like to do and well find a place
for you.
We are looking for people who are interested in writing,
reporting, cartoon drawing, photography, layout, copy
editing, satire, entertainment, and sports. If there is anything
you need to learn about one of these areas, we'll teach you
what we know. More importantly, you'll be amazed at how
much you will learn on your own just by working for us. You'll
have a good time too (Thursday nights at THE HEIGHTS are
quite a tradition).

The Heights. It's Quite An Opportunity.
Don't Let It Pass You By.
,
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FOR WORKSTUD V?
Then you can work forTHE HEIGHTS.

I

I + We need an ad salesperson ( must have a Car ) I
and composition paste-up workers.
1
I No experience necessary. We'll train you.
*
I Good Working conditions

*
I Stop Ayflic Heights office (McElroy
\u2605

an application.

113) for

Contact CarlAnderson for more
information
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